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Abstract  
The Velvet Revolution and Divorce of Czechoslovakia is a unique case, which 
does not tend to occupy space in the minds of the Western World. The revolution in 
Czechoslovakia did not present the common feature of violence and bloodshed; on the 
contrary it was executed by the power of the people through peaceful demonstrations that 
lead to the end of communist rule. The Velvet Divorce however is somewhat a difficult 
event to pin point in what relation to what happened behind the closed doors in Prague as 
conflicts of interest emerged between the two main political leaders Vaclav Klaus and 
Vladimir Meciar. Both agents represent the opposite regions respective to 
Czechoslovakia. The central theme for this project is that power can be executed in 
various approaches, including the power to refuse executing it. 
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Chapter Guide 
The following will give you a brief overview of the content and ambitions within 
the project of each section in the project. Hereby the relevancy and argumentation of the 
chosen approach should be fairly accessible. Point being that the contributions of each 
chapter is visible in how they construct the greater whole.    
Chapter 1 presents the split of Czechoslovakia also known as the ‘Velvet 
Divorce’. Here the attention is directed towards a mapping out of different layers and 
different events leading and including the break up of the nation-state of Czechoslovakia. 
This fragment of history is our first hand case study however in the analysis section we 
are viewing it in the light of the entire relevant history. 
Chapter 2 contains the proposed problem formulation and research questions. 
Chapter 3 contains a brief outline of the political history of Czechoslovakia. The 
aim of the chapter is therefore to present selected background knowledge of the changes 
in the governing and structural rule of the nation-state this includes both the external and 
internal rule. Hereby the chapter will stress the point of Czechoslovakia, once the ‘Iron 
Curtain’ dissolved across Europe in 1989/90, turning out to be a fairly young, 
inexperienced and fragile democratic regime. Additionally, Czechoslovakia will be 
presented as an evolving nation with a strong focus of the similarities between the two 
nations. This becomes tied in to our puzzle in the problem. 
In chapter 4 we are striving to make a presentation of pre-selected key actors and 
political parties that in our understanding influenced the break up of Czechoslovakia. 
Their behaviour and actions are the pivotal point of our puzzle.   
Chapter 5 contains an extensive presentation of the kind of research tools in 
which we are attempting to incorporate in our project. This includes the collection of 
empirical data, presented in chapter 1, 2 and 3 and through qualitative interviews and an 
outline of our philosophical considerations in terms of ‘the pair of research glasses’ that 
we attempt to view our project within.  
Chapter 6 is an elaboration and argumentation of the theory (various theories) in 
which we have selected. The section pays attention to the break down of the concept of 
power and finalizes a list of criteria that will support the process of the analysis. 
Additionally, theoretical considerations regarding the concept of nationhood are made.  
IV 
Chapter 7, contains part conclusions and presented facts (sections) from the 
previous chapters are tied together (put together) in order to conduct the analysis of our 
case study and the collected and presented empirical material. In this chapter we will 
include further theory to the extent that we find it necessary. 
In Chapter 8, we will present an all embracing conclusion on the entire problem 
field of the project.  
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Abbreviations 
Commonly used abbreviations within the project. 
 
English Long Name (Short Name) 
 Czech/Slovak Long Name (Short Name)  
 
• Civic Forum (CF) 
o Občanské forum (OF)  
 
• Public Against Violence (PAV)  
o Verejnosť proti násiliu (PAV) 
 
• Civic Democratic Party (CDP) 
o Občanská demokratická strana (ODS) 
 
• Movement For Democratic Slovakia (MDS) 
o Ľudová strana - Hnutie za demokratické Slovensko (HZDS) 
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The A’s & B’s of Czechoslovakia 
1. The Velvet Divorce; 1989-1993 
The Velvet Revolution set the stage for the break up of Czechoslovakia, what 
some scholars also call the ‘Velvet Divorce’. This name is taken in reference to how 
passive the people took the change, without aggression, which was comparable to that of 
the revolution. The Velvet Divorce was a four year process, 1989-1993, that contained a 
series of events that built off as an outcome to the revolution and their turbulent past. 
“Czechoslovakia's 1993 split into two nations was a landmark event in the histories of 
both. But the change appears to have escaped the attention of many in the outside world, 
including fellow European Union citizens.”1 
 In order for a former satellite state to show the world that they have 
revolutionized against communist imperialism, the state must reflect a name that signals 
it’s own sovereignty. In March of 1990, this was post-revolution Czechoslovakia’s first 
task and the ‘Hyphen War’ war emerged. President Havel suggested easily omitting the 
word “Socialist” from ‘Czechoslovak Socialist Republic’. However Mečiar was 
convinced that such name change would undermine the Slovaks significance because it 
neglected to reflect Slovakia’s importance. Slovak members of the federal parliament 
proposed an alternative with the ‘Czecho-Slovak Republic’. However, the Czechs denied 
the proposal and labelled it as unacceptable thus wanting to identify ‘Slovak’ with a 
lower case ‘s’, ‘Czecho-slovak Republic’. However, the “Slovaks resented the 
compromise and produced demonstrations in Bratislava the very next day in day.”2 The 
struggle over the hyphen war was an expression of the desire of many Slovaks to be equal 
                                                
1Závodný, Lubomír the Prague Post. "‘Czechoslovak’ PR under pressure". 19 Oct. 2002. 4 Dec. 2006 
<http://www.praguepost.com>. 
2 Judt, Tony R. Eastern Europe in Revolution; Metamorphosis: the Democratic Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 105. 
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with the Czechs and visible to the world.3 The solution eventually ended in April as a 
long and bitter struggle with ‘The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic’, or the ‘CSFR’.  
 June of 1990 brought about the CSFR’s first free elections since the third 
republic, 40 years earlier. Running candidates included all who supported democracy, 
Civic Forum – Public against Violence (PAV), on one side, and the Communists on the 
other. The parties of democracy, gaining victory ran on the basses of establishing 
democracy in the CSFR without advocating a set agenda regarding what side of the 
political spectrum they supported, as long as it was in favour of democracy. With a 94% 
voter turnout rate, the results showed: 4 
• Civic Forum – Public against Violence (PAV) 45.9% 
• Other democratic parties    40.4% 
• Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) 13.7% 
The 1990 elections arguably became a covert referendum on democracy, which began 
the bases of pluralism. The following year, in April 1991, the Civic Forum representing 
all of the CSFR, dissolved and transformed itself into the Civic Democratic Party (ODS). 
Klaus, leading the ODS, distinguished his new party from its predecessor solely by 
representing all of the Czech lands, and singling out the Slovak lands.  
 A week later, a comparable process occurred to Slovak’s Public Against Violence 
(PAV), Slovakia’s counterpart to the Czech’s CDP. Mečiar, leading PAV proposed an 
agenda that his party did not support. PAV began distancing themselves from Mečiar, 
which led Mečiar to establish his own party, the Movement for a Democratic Slovakia 
(MDS). 
  
 
                                                
3 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 654. 
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The CSFR saw its second round of parliamentary elections in June of 1992. With 
democracy gained, party politics was propagated. Parties ran on a platform of transition 
and transformation to a free-market system, social policy and, especially in the Slovak 
Republic, independence and sovereignty for the region.5 With a 85% voter turnout rate, 
the election results showed:6  
• Václav Klaus’s Civic Democratic Party (ODS)   37% 
• Vladimír Mečiar’s Movement for Democratic Slovakia (MDS) 33% 
The post 1992 elections transcended into a round of disagreements between Klaus 
and Mečiar, leading into conflicts of interests between the state of the CSFR.  The Czech 
lands wished to maintain a federation of the Czech and Slovak lands. However, the 
Slovak lands leaned towards a ‘looser’ federation or a confederation, which would give 
the Slovaks greater political autonomy. 
Klaus and his Civic Democratic Party (ODS) presented an ultimatum to Mečiar: 
Either a Czech-Slovak state with a strong central government and radical economic 
reforms, or, no unitary Czech-Slovak state.7 Unwilling to accept the Czechs terms, the 
Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (MDS) chose the latter.8  After top officials 
successfully blocked all demands for a referendum, political leaders were able to force 
through a Czech and Slovak break up.9  
The population was not involved in the most important decision making process 
the new political elite had ever made; the dissolution of Czechoslovakia.10 “Neither could 
they generate a referendum on dismantling the federation in each of the two republics, 
though this was a constitutional condition for a democratic divorce. Under these 
circumstances, Prime Ministers Klaus and Meciar decided to sidestep the constitutional 
                                                                                                                                            
4 "CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Results of Parliamentary Elections Held in Chamber of Nations, 1990." Inter-
Parliamentary Union. 1990. 17 Dec. 2006 <http://www.ipu.org/parline-e/reports/arc/2084_90.htm>. 
5 "CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Results of Parliamentary Elections Held in Chamber of Nations, 1992." Inter-
Parliamentary Union. 1992. 17 Dec. 2006 <http://www.ipu.org/parline-e/reports/arc/2084_92.htm>. 
6 "CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Results of Parliamentary Elections Held in Chamber of Nations, 1992." Inter-
Parliamentary Union. 1992. 17 Dec. 2006 <http://www.ipu.org/parline-e/reports/arc/2084_92.htm>. 
7 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 647. 
8 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 648. 
9 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 647. 
10 Agh, Attila. Emerging Democracies in East Central Europe and the Balkans. Edward Elgar, 1999. 139. 
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requirement. Instead, they opted to dismantle Czechoslovakia by inventing a new 
constitutional law”11. This new constitutional law was passed on November 25th 1992 
which stated that on December 31 1992 Czechoslovakia will cease to exist. 
 
                                                
11 Lansky, Egon T. "Draining the Pond." The Prague Post. 6 Nov. 2002. 24 Nov. 2006 
<http://www.praguepost.com>. 
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2. Problem Formulation 
 
Why was there not a public referendum to determine the break up of 
Czechoslovakia?  
2.1 Work Questions 
Research will be guided to answer the problem formulation around the following 
questions: 
• Who where the key agents, decision-makers? 
• What are Steven Lukes’s three dimensions of power? 
• What are their origins? 
• How can they best be applied to the case?  
• Who prevails in the decision making arena? 
• What are the benefits and drawbacks of a referendum? 
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3. History in Brief; An Introduction 
Many countries are known for something that they pride themselves with and 
many countries have an alternative name for which helps illustrate the uniqueness of 
themselves and its people’s identity. Some commonly known nicknames are, for instance, 
The United States as ‘the home of the brave’, Israel is ‘the holy land’, and Japan is ‘the 
land of the rising sun’. During the height of the Cold War, the Soviet Satellite State of 
Czechoslovakia was voided of such a name. 
The fall of the Berlin Wall, which was symbolic to the ‘Iron Curtain’, or the 
West-East divide, and with the subsequent collapse of the communist regimes in Eastern 
Europe, led to a wave of optimism that swept the world in hopes of a peaceful ‘New 
World Order’.12  
 It was then, that the people of Czechoslovakia broke free of their conformity and 
subjugation, enforced by the soviets, and fought against those who restrained them from 
their democratic rights e.g. right to assemble. However, such methods of making progress 
towards freedom are never guided by a predefined set of methods. Most are bloody and 
deadly e.g. the break up of former Yugoslavia. Alternatively though, there was one event 
that swayed away from such brutal tactics.  
With no shots fired and no lives lost, news of the Velvet Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia seldom reached front pages in Western Europe and North America.13 The 
Velvet Revolution, in 1989, brought the dismembering of communist/socialist (Soviet) 
rule and influence, and brought guidance to Czechoslovakia to become a fully democratic 
institution as they were adjusted to in 1948, before soviet imperialism. The eventual 
aftermath showed how it was possible to couple the word "revolution" with such 
unexpected adjectives as "peaceful," "moderate" and "orderly."14 The Velvet Revolution 
became the forefront of the peace that the world had hoped for following the soviet break 
up. The emphasis on ‘Velvet’ is due to the student protesters who all carried velvet 
                                                
12 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 647. 
13 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 647. 
14 Singer, Daniel. "Czechoslovakia's Quiet Revolution." The Nation. 29 Jan. 1990. 21 Aug. 2006 
<http://www.thenation.com/docprint.mhtml?i=19900129&s=singer>. 
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flowers in their hands, while security forces were safeguarding themselves with plexiglas 
shields and helmets heavily prepared for combat.15 
At the height of a new and young democratic Czechoslovakia, some ambitious 
politicians spurred on the drive for political independence from feelings of Slovak 
inferiority. 16  Without a proposed referendum put to the people, this political 
independence became a reality, and in 1993, the dissolution of a united Czechoslovak 
state came about. The aftermath brought an independent, sovereign, Czech Republic and 
Slovakia. 
One peculiar paradox of Czech and Slovak politics is that the two societies went 
their separate ways precisely when they had become more alike and united than at any 
point in modern times.17 If one could even go so far as to wonder, what would have been 
the outcome of the velvet revolution if it was divided by two? 
3.1 From Creation to Dissolution 
Formation of the contemporary Czech and Slovak republics has been a 
culmination of circa eight decades worth of self and external political rule. Within these 
six decades, arguably ten eras have transformed, shaped, and influenced the 
contemporary states of the Czech and Slovak republics into what we know them as today.  
From the transition of one world order to the next, history never has a beginning and an 
end. However, in our case of contemporary states, our history begins roughly the second 
decade of the 20th century with the notion of a nation called Czechoslovakia. The 
following will illustrate that Czechoslovakia complex nature through history. 
3.2 The Creation of a Nation-State 
The Austrian-Hungarian Empire consisted of several European territories 
culminating into the 2nd largest European political unit (after the Russian Empire). 
During World War I, an independent Czechoslovakia had only been a dream of a small 
                                                
15 Pospisilova, Klara. Interview with Glenny. BBC World. 17 Nov. 1999. 27 Aug. 2006 
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/523146.stm>. 
16 "Slovakia." EDiplomat. 12 May 2005. U.S. Department of State. 27 Aug. 2006 
<http://www.ediplomat.com/np/post_reports/pr_sk.htm>. 
17 Williams, Kieran. Developments in Central and East European Politics. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2003. 41. 
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number of intellectuals.18 Tomáš Masaryk, from Moravia small province in north-western 
territory, became the staunch advocate of a Czechoslovak state. With WWI’s armistice, 
the Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye emerged. This treaty declared that the Austrian-
Hungarian Monarchy be dissolved, thus as an outcome, several new sovereign states 
emerged, including that of a sovereign Czechoslovak state, which evolved as its first 
republic. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the Austrian-Hungarian Empire on a macro level, while figure 
1 illustrates the internal regions. Region 1 makes up historical Bohemia. 9, Moravia. 16, 
Hungary. Region 1 and 9 makes up contemporary Czech Republic with a small northwest 
portion of region 16, bordering 9 and 8, making up contemporary Slovakia. 
3.3 First Republic 
The 
Czechoslovak National Council in Prague, Bohemia proclaimed the independence of 
                                                
18 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/18.htm>. 
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Czechoslovakia on October 28th, 1918. 19  The formation of Czechoslovakia’s first 
republic brought with it four Austrian-Hungarian regions; the Czech lands of Bohemia, 
Moravia-Silesia and the Slovak lands of Slovakia, and Sub-Carpathian Rus. These 
regions held differentiating or lack of natural and industrial resources. 
The Czech lands were far more industrialized than Slovakia.20 In Bohemia, 
Moravia, and Silesia, 39 percent of the population was employed in industry and 31 
percent in agriculture and forestry.21 Czechs controlled only 20 to 30 percent of all 
industry.22 In Slovakia 17.1 percent of the population was employed in industry, and 60.4 
percent worked in agriculture and forestry.23 Only 5 percent of all industry in Slovakia 
was in Slovak hands.24 Sub Carpathian Rus was essentially without industry.25 However, 
solely because of the Czech lands, Czechoslovakia was one of the world's ten most 
industrialized states.26 
The transformation of the dream into a reality of self rule became an impressive 
task. To a large extent, Masaryk held Czechoslovakia’s democracy in place. As the 
                                                
19 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/18.htm>. 
20 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
21 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
22 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
23 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
24 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
25 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
26 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/21.htm>. 
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principal founding father of the republic, Masaryk is regarded similar to the way George 
Washington is regarded to in the United States. 27 
3.4 Second Republic 
In 1938, during WWII, Nazi Germany notified Czechoslovakia of a Nazi invasion 
of the Czech lands of Bohemia and Moravia, subsequently becoming a protectorate of 
Germany, into the Third Reich.  
Figure 1 Nazi Germany, before and after the Czech lands becoming a protectorate. 
 
 
Emil Hacha, president elect of the federated Second Republic negotiated with 
Slovak Populists and with Hungary to prepare the dismemberment of the republic before 
the invasion. 28  The Slovak Diet convened and unanimously declared Slovak 
independence. Sub-Carpathian Rus was also granted secession to Ukraine, however 
Hungary occupied it for themselves.29 While the Slovak lands became an independent 
Slovak state they also became a puppet ally of Nazi Germany. 
  
“Independent Czechoslovakia collapsed in the wake of foreign aggression and 
internal tensions. Subsequently, interwar Czechoslovakia has been idealized by its 
                                                
27 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/18.htm>. 
28 Ibid 
29 Ibid 
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proponents as the only bastion of democracy surrounded by authoritarian and fascist 
regimes. It has also been condemned by its detractors as an artificial and unworkable 
creation of intellectuals supported by the great powers. Both views have some validity. 
Interwar Czechoslovakia was comprised of lands and peoples that were far from being 
integrated into a modern nation-state. Moreover, the dominant Czechs, who had suffered 
political discrimination under the Hapsburgs, were not able to cope with the demands of 
other nationalities. In fairness to the Czechs, it should be acknowledged that some of the 
minority demands served as mere pretexts to justify intervention by Nazi Germany. That 
Czechoslovakia was able under such circumstances to maintain a viable economy and a 
democratic political system was indeed a remarkable achievement of the interwar 
period.”30 
On October 28th, 1944, the anniversary of Czechoslovakia’s first republic and 
independence, a Slovak national uprising took place as a resistance movement against 
Nazi Germany's political influence. The Germans then advanced their military forces into 
Slovakia to suppress the resistance movement. 
3.5 Third Republic 
In 1945, the Soviet's Red Army occupied Bratislava and then all of Slovakia, 
'liberating' Slovakia of Nazism while simultaneously remerging it back to its pre-Nazi 
state of Czechoslovakia. 
3.6 Rise of Communism 
 In 1948, the Communists took absolute power in Czechoslovakia and became a 
satellite state of the Soviet Union. The nation became 'Stalinized', that is replacing 
Czechoslovak democracy into a one party communist state. 
3.7 Prague Spring 
In 1968, Communist Alexander Dubček, leader of Czechoslovakia, attempted to 
reform and liberalize the communist regime. Dubček gained popular support of 
liberalization, however his post was held temporarily due to Moscow's unease with his 
                                                
30 Gawdiak, Ihor, ed. "Czechoslovakia : a Country Study / the Czechoslovak Idea." Country Studies. 1989. 
Federal Research Division, US Library of Congress. 20 Oct. 2006 <http://countrystudies.us/czech-
republic/29.htm>. 
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proposal of reforms, leading to Dubček's arrest and military interventions by all 
surrounding communist countries.  
3.8 Communist Stagnation 
In 1969, with Dubček removed from office, the Soviets wanted to restore the 
communist like conditions prior to Dubček's leadership. In essence, reforming Dubček's 
reforms to the Soviets status quo ante. 
3.9 Communist Decline 
 In 1987, Czechoslovak leader Premier Lubomir Strougal, covertly from the 
Kremlin, called for a "modest decentralization of state economic administration". "The 
soviets were becoming irritated" of a lack of 'standardized soviet progress'. 
Dissatisfaction of Soviet style political policy by Czechoslovakian civilians was evident- 
this was shown by anti-communist demonstrations, protesting against Soviet policy and 
advocating new freedoms. 
3.10 The Velvet Revolution 
In 1989, those dissatisfied with Soviet style policy initiated Czechoslovakia's 
'Velvet Revolution'. These demonstrators were straightforward of their desires and 
initiated action that was eventual. The Czechoslovaks had just won in ten days, from 
November 16th to the 26th of 1989, what it took the Polish ten years, the Hungarians ten 
months, and the East Germans ten weeks to achieve.31  
The resulting events were part of multiple stages to the revolution. October 28th 
was also the declared Independence Day. Jan Opletal was a student who was killed on 
October 28th, 1939 in an anti-Nazi demonstration during the German occupation. 
Remembrance of Jan Opletal brought droves of Czechoslovaks, a total of 50,000, a 
majority of them students, to the town square in Prague on November 17th, 1989. Without 
the possibility of forming assembly, riot police cornered them up and beat them.32 The 
following day, a group of students went back, together with intellectuals and artists, who 
                                                
31 Singer, Daniel. "Czechoslovakia's Quiet Revolution." The Nation. 29 Jan. 1990. 21 Aug. 2006 
<http://www.thenation.com/docprint.mhtml?i=19900129&s=singer>. 
32 Judt, Tony R. Eastern Europe in Revolution; Metamorphosis: the Democratic Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 98. 
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demanded boycotts at Charles University in Prague and for a national general strike.33 
The numbers of demonstrators then increased to an estimated half a million.34 November 
28th brought the communist party to give way and renounced their occupancy. The 
revolution brought about the dismantling of communism more thorough and complete 
than anything achieved, to date, by its fellow former Soviet satellites.35  
“Many people who stood on the squares of Slovak cities and shook their keys to 
toll the knell of the totalitarian regime feel nostalgia for those days, for a time when they 
believed everything they had wished for was about to come true. Their hopes were 
expressed in a wish voiced by Václav Havel, the leader of the Czechoslovak Velvet 
Revolution and the future Czech president: That love and truth would conquer lies and 
hatred.36 
Additionally, they once again engaged themselves on the path to become a full-
fledged democratic state, like they were in 1948, prior to the communist take over.37 
However this path, did indeed take time. Directly after the Revolution, the people still 
lacked suffrage. It was the Czechoslovak Federal Assembly that appointed Václav Havel 
into office. It was not until the first free elections of 1990 that the people were then first 
able to democratically elect their leaders. 
 
                                                
33 Judt, Tony R. Eastern Europe in Revolution; Metamorphosis: the Democratic Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 98. 
34 Ibid. 98. 
35 Ibid. 96. 
36   Hogan, Stefan M. "A Tribute to Dr. Havel." The Slovak Spectator. 16 Oct. 2006. 24 Nov. 2006 
<http/www.slovakspectator.sk>. 
37 "Czechoslovakia Coup." The Cold War Museum. 26 Aug. 2006 
<http://www.coldwar.org/articles/40s/czech_coup.asp>. 
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4. Key Actors & Parties 
Forthcoming the revolution, three key actors played leading roles towards the path 
of democracy. However, these key actors did not go without their aspirations, ambitions, 
and power struggles. In order to conduct our analysis in coherence with the remaining 
dimensions of the problem field, this chapter serves its purpose by creating a state of 
basic knowledge about the selected actors and their affiliated political parties. 
Our selection of the key political actors is based on Czechoslovak election results 
and Robert Dahl’s criteria of those who posses power: Dahl stipulates 3 requirements:38 
1. The hypothetical ruling elite is a well- defined group 
2. There is a fair sample of cases involving key political decision in which the 
preferences of the hypothetical ruling elite counter those of any other likely group 
that might be suggested 
3. In such cases, the preferences of the elite regularly prevail.39 
4.1 Václav Havel  
Václav Havel became Czechoslovakia’s first post-revolution president in 89 and 
the Czech Republics first president in 93. Prior to such achievements, he was a very 
engaged playwright advocating Czech culture. He was also a leading member of a small 
group of dissidents. However during the ‘Prague Spring’, he was 
barred from writing and subsequently imprisoned. During his 
imprisonment, he continued to write while enduring constant 
surveillance.  
After his eventual release, and following the Velvet 
Revolution, Havel assembled and solely became the most 
important person of the Civic Forum. He was able to 
simultaneously deal with fighting off the Communists desire to 
retain power, all the while, seeking public support and engagement 
within his new party and a new government. The Czechoslovak 
                                                
38 Further discussion on Dahl’s criteria can be found in the Power Theory section 
39 Dahl, R. A. (1958)  ‘A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model’, American Political Science Review, 52: 
p.463-469  
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federal assembly then unanimously voted him in as president of Czechoslovakia.  
During the divorce, he strongly advocated retaining both the Czech Republic and 
Slovakia as a unified federation. From his early years of playwrights and hitherto, he is 
seen as highly respectable, both as a person and politician. He is actively communicating 
to others, favored publicly and a charismatic charmer. Havel earned a place among the 
ranks of Nelsen Mandela and Charles de Gaulle in Time Magazine’s 60 years of heroes 
that changed the world. Additionally, he was nominated for Nobel Peace Prize. When 
asked why he never fled the Czech Republic and instead choose to stay and face certain 
punishments, he replied, “Because I live here.”40  
“Havel was a serial truth-teller, a recidivist champion of human rights, a man who 
so stubbornly stuck to his principles that he resisted every effort at rehabilitation until the 
Czech people intervened and sent him up the river to the Presidential Palace. We ... are 
the beneficiary of his wonderful crimes. Because his nation and his neighbours are free, 
we too are free; free now from the icy grip.”41  
4.2 Vladimír Mečiar 
Vladimír Mečiar is one of the most popular, Slovak, yet seemingly 
the most controversial politician in Slovakia’s independent history. He 
started his political career as a member of the communist party, only to get 
thrown out a year later, in 69, after delivering a pro-reform speech to the 
national congress. He then pursued a degree from the Faculty of Law at 
Comenius University in Bratislava. In 1989 while demonstrating for an 
independent Czechoslovakia he joined the first non-communist party, 
Public Against Violence (PAV). 
Prior to the first democratic election on July 1990 the PAV were recruiting 
qualified professionals to participate in the government of Slovakia. Mečiar, with his 
excellent academic background, was appointed the minister of Interior and Environment 
on a recommendation from Alexander Dubček who admired Mečiar for his thorough 
knowledge in all relevant fields. After the elections, the victorious PAV elected Mečiar as 
                                                
40 Reed, Lou. "Václav Havel." Time Magazine 13 Nov. 2006: 60. 
41 Hogan, Stefan M. "A Tribute to Dr. Havel." The Slovak Spectator. 16 Oct. 2006. 24 Nov. 2006 
<http/www.slovakspectator.sk>. 
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Slovakia’s Prime Minister, however his reign was short lived. Mečiar became well 
known for his nationalism and anti-Western stance.42 Outsiders also have accused Mečiar 
of being undemocratic.43 That he “deplores gains by politicians in countries of eastern 
Europe who espouse nationalism, ethnic bigotry, overly simplistic economic programs or 
rejection of all things European.”44 He was cited as one of the main reasons why 
Slovakia’s acceptance to NATO and EU was for some time eliminated from 
consideration; “When Mečiar's stock rises, Slovakia's EU prospects fall, and vice versa.45 
 In April 1991, nearly a year after being appointed, rivals within the PAV ousted 
him. Three days later the PAV dissolved into two separate parties; The Movement for a 
Democratic Slovakia (MDS) and the remaining PAV. 
A few months later, June 1991, Mečiar was elected chairman of the MDS and as 
an outcome of the Velvet Divorce became voted into office as the first prime minister of 
an independent Slovakia. Mečiar has served as Slovakia’s prime minister for three terms, 
1993-1998. 
Prior to his incumbency, he was already in favour of higher rule in the decision 
making process within Czechoslovakia and was noted stating that an “independent 
Slovak state is not the goal of the MDS.”46  
During his incumbency, Mečiar exclaimed, “The creation of the Slovak statehood 
is currently the subject of an intensive political struggle. This is not because of the 
statehood as such and benefits for the people but because it is one of the fundamental 
problems on which one can dictate popularity.”47  Mečiar, today, continues to retain his 
position with the MDS. 
                                                
42 "Press Shock Over Meciar Victory." BBC News. 5 Apr. 2004. BBC Monitoring. 15 Dec. 2006 
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3602107.stm>. 
43 Green, Peter S. "World Briefing | Europe: Slovakia: Center-Right Coalition Set." The New York Times. 
5 Oct. 2002. 15 Dec. 2006 
<http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9C04E1D9143BF936A35753C1A9649C8B63&sec=&sp
on=&pagewanted=print>. 
44 "Central Europe's New Demagogues." The New York Times. 14 Apr. 2004. 15 Dec. 2006 
<http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=FA0D1EF93D5F0C778DDDAD0894DC404482&n=Top
%2fReference%2fTimes%20Topics%2fPeople%2fM%2fMeciar%2c%20Vladimir>. 
45 Nicholson, Tom. "Independence: the Me?Iar Years." Spectacular Slovakia. 21 Dec. 2006 
<http://www.spectacularslovakia.sk/ss2003/14_independence.html>. 
46 Marian Lesko, Meriar a meciarizmus (Bratislava, 1997), p. 82. 
47 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 657. 
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4.3 Václav Klaus 
Václav Klaus, born in Prague, first emerged in the public sphere promptly after 
the revolution. Under Havel’s first term, pre-divorce 
presidency, Klaus received a position as the first post-
revolution federal minister of finance. Klaus was chairman 
and a leading advocate for the Czech Republics Civic Forum 
until 1990. However, a year later in 1991, Klaus co-founded 
the Civic Democratic Party as a response to the ambiguous 
intentions of the Havel’s Civic Forum. Klaus gained support 
for the expansion and stated that their newly formed 
independent party would be based on a clearer program on a free market economy.  
During Havel’s presidency of the Czech Republic, Klaus held the Czech 
Republics prime minister seat. Prior to engaging in politics, Klaus was a genuine 
economic scholar. He pursued a degree in 1963 from the University of Economics in 
Prague majoring in Foreign Trade Economics, which has also been his main field of 
expertise. He later received a PhD in Economics in 1968. In 1995, Klaus was appointed 
professor of Finance at the University School of Economics in Prague. 
Even though the Czech economy was broadly privatized as an outcome of Klaus’ 
reforms, economic setbacks forced his resignation as prime minister in 1997. Klaus 
currently remains highly controversial within the Czech lands and was elected president 
of the Czech Republic succeeding the retiring Vaclav Havel. 
4.5 Civic Forum (CF) & Civic Democratic Party (CDP) 
 The Civic Forum (CF) was a party based in Prague. The CF emerged as a 
representation of a unified, post-communist Czechoslovakia. After the divorce, the Civic 
Forum became solely a party representing the Czech Republic. In February 23rd 1991, the 
CF breaks up into Civic Democratic Party (CDP), leading the CF to dissolve.  
Václav Klaus co-founded the CDP that won the majority of votes during the 
second democratic elections in 1992. “The 1992 parliamentary elections held between the 
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5th and 6th of June became the first serious test for CPD on the Czech political scene after 
its formation.48 The CPD is a leading ‘centre-righer’ party in the Czech Republic.49 
The Civic Democratic Party's ideas are close to those of a number of liberal and 
conservative centre right parties throughout the transatlantic area. It draws its inspiration, 
for example, from the liberal conservatism of the British Conservative Party or the US 
Republican Party.50 It differentiates itself from the left-wing concept of a strong "social 
state" applied in some European countries, resulting in costly and inflexible systems of 
social and health care financing, associated with big public finance deficits.51 
The party entered the elections with the program "Liberty and Prosperity", the 
theses of which were approved by the first regular congress, and with a new logo in the 
shape of a blue bird symbolizing freedom” 52  
4.6 Public Against Violence (PAV) & Movement For Democratic 
Slovakia (MDS) 
 After the Velvet Revolution, Public Against Violence (PAV) became a 
springboard Slovak party formed off of the former Czechoslovakia’s Civic Forum, which 
then defined itself solely as a Czech party.  Their proposed mandate was to gain 
maximum expansion of the independence and action ability of the Slovak government 
vis-à-vis the Federal Government.53As the program of the political movement Public 
Against Violence, ‘A chance for Slovakia’, put it, “it is in the interest of both partners it 
is important to make sure that “Czech” is not identified with “Czech-Slovak”, but that 
like “Slovak” in “Czech-Slovak” it only makes up a part.”54 The first democratic force in 
Slovakia to appear on the scene to take over power after the fall of communism was 
indeed, the PAV. In 1990, the Slovak Ministry of International Relations and the PAV 
                                                
48 Sezemský, Jiří. "The Origin of ODS." Ods.Cz. 6 Dec. 1991-2006. Head of Press Department. 24 Nov. 
2006 <http://www.ods.cz/eng/party/history.php>. 
49 "Civic Democratic Party." Civic Democratic Party. 16 Dec. 2006 <http://www.ods.cz/eng/>. 
50 Sezemský, Jiří. "The Origin of ODS." Ods.Cz. 6 Dec. 1991-2006. Head of Press Department. 24 Nov. 
2006 <http://www.ods.cz/eng/party/history.php>. 
51 Ibid 
52 Ibid 
53 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 655. 
54 Ibid 654. 
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held in their political program that the Slovak lands would be able to market themselves 
better abroad.55 
The Movement for a Democratic Slovakia later ousted Meciar as Prime Minister. 
Three days later, the PAV ousted Meciar and it officially split in two: the Movement for a 
Democratic Slovakia (MDS) and the remaining PAV. Mečiar was elected MDS chairman 
in June 1991. The official reason given for the split was that Mečiar had become a 
“dictator.”56 
The MDS was perhaps the most radical of the big political parties in Slovakia in 
its use of populist nationalism.57 MDS called for an international legal status for Slovakia, 
a separate Slovak seat in the UN, a separate Slovak central bank with currency issuing 
rights, a separate Slovak home guard, and the superiority of Slovak laws over 
Czechoslovak ones and even a separate Slovak President.58 
                                                
55 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 654. 
56 Find Articles. 1996. 21 Dec. 2006 
<http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_hb3486/is_199607/ai_n8273365>. 
57 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 657. 
58 Ibid 658. 
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5. Research Methods  
There are a seemingly infinite number of social research methods available to 
investigate a proposed question of thought. The methods we execute become our tools for 
investigating and proving/disproving our assumptions. Throughout various methods that 
we have been exposed to, we are branching off of the interdisciplinary subjects of 
political science, sociology, and a grand frame of philosophies of social science. During 
the course of our conducted research, we have been engaging in qualitative phone 
interviews and document analysis of various sorts, including, but not limited to 
government, independent media, mainstream media, and academic and scholarly works 
and publications. In the project, extensive use of two main sources was made, which also 
became the central base for the theories used in this project;  
  
• Steven Lukes’s 1986 anthology of Power with an inspiring selection of 
power articles and a personal introduction. 
• And his revised 2005 2nd edition of Power: A Radical View.59 
5.1 Epistemological and Ontological Considerations  
 Philosophies of social science, or PSS, is an umbrella term used to describe 
various approaches to reflect, interpret, and think upon regarding the process of 
integrating philosophy within the field of social sciences. Such integration attempts to 
unfold and structure the thinking that is influenced by the conduct of research and the 
way in which such research is embedded in a larger social context.60 PSS concerns the 
“principles regulating the search for and acquisition of social science knowledge about 
social reality.”61 The following will is intended to provide a clearer understanding of our 
intentions and adopted principles of applying PSS within the project. 
In regards to our overall research design, it relies on offspring from the more 
abstract grand theories but since they are often regarded as consisting of a high level of 
                                                
59 Further elaboration on Steven Lukes will be found in the Power Theory section 
60 Philosophies of Social Science. Ed. Gerard Delanty and Piet Strydom. Maidenhead: Open UP, 2003. 3. 
61 Ibid 3. 
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abstraction62 they compose of a evident degree of difficulties in providing indications as 
how to guide a research. In order to make a necessary link to our ‘real world’ we must 
adopt a more tangible manner of approach. This we do via an appreciation for so-called 
‘middle range theory’ which are regarded as operation in a more limited domain of social 
life63  and thereby making our investigative approach more tangible. This decision 
naturally follows the overall philosophic direction, the hermeneutic one. In the light of 
our overall theoretical framework and especially of the theoretical reliance and use of 
Steven Lukes’ concept of power (see theory chapter for further elaboration), our 
ambitions and distinction between epistemology and ontology and its relationship with 
our problem formulation goes as; In an attempt to follow the famous saying of 
Gadamer,64 that ‘We must risk our prejudices in order to put them in play’,65 in order to 
accumulate new knowledge. So with respect to this high noted statement we move to the 
anatomy of our research problem which will be the starting point in these considerations. 
“Why was there no public referendum to determine the break-up of Czechoslovakia”? 
This problem contains two links and their intertwined relation also it implies a course of 
action. 
When it comes to our epistemological considerations we are facing challenges due 
to our approach of leading the investigations away from the positivism and into the scope 
and arms of interpretivism. Hereby we will focus our study of the social world in terms of 
the hermeneutics. Understanding or ‘Verstehen’ 66  becomes our turning point and 
following Weber’s definition use primarily in sociology, our task becomes an attempt to 
explain and understand social action as being meaningful to actors and therefore needing 
to be interpreted from their point of view. This is expected to be conducted through 
causal explanations67.   
When taking this interpretative stance we must keep in mind that we as 
researchers are not just laying the bare how members of a social group interpret the world 
around them. There is an double interpretation going one in that we as researchers are 
                                                
62 Bryman, Alan. Social Research Methods. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2004. p. 5 
63 Ibid p. 5 
64 Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002) German Philosopher   
65 Problem-Oriented Project Work, Olsen, Poul Bitsch & Pedesen, Kaare, Roskilde University Press p.27   
66 Bryman, Alan. Social Research Methods. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2004. p. 15 
67 Ibid. p. 13 
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providing an interpretation of others’ interpretations. The last layer in this regard is that 
within this approach we as researchers should also be further interpreted in terms of 
concepts, theories and literature.68  
Brief sum up of our epistemological approach is that as knowledge producing 
principles we rely on understanding and explaining meaning. The validity of this should 
be measured up against our relation to ourselves, empirical data preferably texts, and not 
at least other people. The approach to our theory will be to make use of the hermeneutic 
circle of prejudice. This will lead to evaluate our prejudice, then gain new understanding. 
Subsequently, revaluating our prejudice.   
The ontological angle in this project is influenced by constructionism. By this we 
adopt the understanding that social phenomena and their meanings are continually being 
constructed or made up by the social actors. Should be mentioned that we keep a strict 
actor view then this conflicts with constructionism then its objectivism. 
Our theory is set of test a hypotheses and thereby making it a deductive 
theoretical approach. 
 In order to make a connection between knowledge and reality, we have chosen the 
hermeneutic view as our tool for understanding or findings and the related interpretations.  
Hermeneutics is a term originally drawn from theology to interpret biblical works. 
However, since it is induction, various interpretations of hermeneutics have developed. 
When imported and applied into the field of social sciences, it becomes a term 
concerning the theory and method of interpreting human action or texts. Hermeneutics 
emphasizes the need to understand the perspective of any given social actor.69 This view 
relates to the core of our research in which we strive to understand, certain agent actions 
and their decisions and the impact of these which essentially lead to the break up of 
Czechoslovakia.  
Some scholars on the issue note that through hermeneutic inquiry, the reader re-
experiences, re-cognizes, and re-thinks what the subject or actor originally felt or 
thought.70 Contradicting, others report that hermeneutics through interpretations are not 
                                                
68 Bryman, Alan. Social Research Methods. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2004. 15. 
69 Ibid 540. 
70 Bleicher, Josef (1980), Contemporary Hermeneutics: Hermeneutics as Method, Philosophy and Critique, 
London and New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 
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decidable.71 Meaning that understanding is not the objective of re-cognition of an author's 
intended meaning.72 Instead, understanding is a practical task in which the interpreter is 
changed by becoming aware of new possibilities of what it is to be a human being.73 
Hermeneutic philosophy consists of various sub-level elements.  
5.1.1 Hermeneutics of Prejudice 
Prejudice is a concept emphasized in hermeneutic philosophy. As the name 
implies, prejudice is prejudging anything that requires an impression before gaining 
clearer understanding of the situation at large. Before we interpret a social action or text, 
we associate it with a prior experience that we may have had, good or bad, and associate 
our prior experience with someone else’s interpretation. Prejudice can also be positive or 
negative. If person A looks observes and is aware that person B has an opinion that 
conflicts with person A, person A will then prejudge and disregard person B until B 
shows ideas provoking A’s interests. If the situation is reversed, and person B shares a 
similar opinion with A, then A will prejudge and favour B. 
Prior to the attempt of completing this project, preliminary research was heavily 
conducted. This preliminary research led us to form our own conclusions and 
explanations to answer our problem formulation. It was because of this, that we were 
executing our own prejudice on further research to gain awareness if our thoughts could 
be contradicted in any way.  
5.1.2 Hermeneutics of Language 
When one becomes engaged in language interaction, they filter, encode, and 
interpret subjectively.74 Hermeneutics of language is the process of listening, speaking, 
and considering others and their points of view while accepting that your predefined 
prejudice can absorb change. Gadamer emphasizes that all understanding is linguistic. 75 
                                                
71 Arnold, Stephen J., and Eilenn Fischer. "Hermeneutics and Consumer Research." The Journal of 
Consumer Research 21 (1994): 55. 
72 Ibid 56. 
73 Connolly, John M. And Paul Rabinow (1982), Michel Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and 
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He further makes note that language always shapes and constrains our experience 
of the world.76 While conducting our research, the reflection that Gadamer emphasized 
came to prove true. While we have had a varying amount of texts to reflect off of, all 
texts that we managed to interpret were in English. While we all lack the knowledge to 
analytically theorize the Czech and Slovak discourse, written and reported in their native 
tongue, we were then trapped in the social world influenced by the English discourse. 
However, this did not prevent us from reshaping our views that became embedded 
through our awareness of English. This becomes grounded on the participation of 
dialogue followed by the acceptance of diverse understanding.77  
5.1.3 Hermeneutic Circle 
The notion of a ‘hermeneutic circle’ represents that the meaning of a whole text or 
action is determined from the individual elements of a text or action that make up a 
whole. While simultaneously, understanding each element as an individual and then 
referring back to what the text or action is a part of within the whole.78 This notion is 
represented in understanding hermeneutics as a whole. Hermeneutics, as has been 
described, represents multiple elements within the realm of philosophy. To engage in the 
hermeneutic circle thought process, one must take all of the aforementioned elements, in 
order to understand their objectives, all the while being able to refer back to the 
philosophy as a whole, and apply them. 
The same principle can be applied to this project as a whole. By only reading the 
introduction, one will only be able to execute their own prejudice and interpretation of it. 
They will know that an introduction did in fact exist, however their favourable or 
unfavourable prejudice will then lead them to make a conclusion without referring to the 
last page of the project. 
Subsequently, the relevance of hermeneutics in this project is twofold. Firstly, 
applying hermeneutics to understand and interpret written texts that guide our theoretical 
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and empirical research. Secondly, to understand and interpret social actions executed by 
our key actors, which you were introduced to in our introduction. 
Hermeneutics is our guiding force for interpretation and gaining insight on our 
research target. Hermeneutics within the project will be applied within written texts and 
towards social actions that have been interpreted by language. Application of 
hermeneutics will be both overt and cover within the project. 
As distinctive features of hermeneutics we will attempt to grasp the big picture (in 
our case the Velvet Divorce) by understanding the intentions, motives and goals of a 
relatively few key actors such a Vladimir Meciar and Vaclev Havel who we (through our 
prejudice) among other things, deem responsible for the break-up. Furthermore we will 
look at the three dimensions of power by Steven Lukes and how they were developed. 
Through this process, hermeneutics will guide us as the methodology of interpretation.  
5.2 Qualitative Interviews  
In matters concerning research for our project not found elsewhere and for a 
clearer insight on the perception of those living in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, 
interviews will also be conducted through a qualitative interviewing approach. Thus 
attempting to complete the hermeneutic circle. 
Qualitative interviewing is a very broad term to describe a wide range of 
interviewing styles. Qualitative research tends to be concerned with words, rather than 
numbers.79 Qualitative research is often depicted as attuned to the folding of events over 
time and to the interconnections between the actions of participants of social settings.80 
We will seek a close involvement with the people that we investigate, so that they can 
genuinely be understood from “the world through their eyes”.81 This method of research 
tends to be a strategy that tries not to delimit areas of enquiry too much and to ask fairly 
general, rather than specific research questions, which do not require the investigator to 
develop highly specific research questions in advance.82 
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As we are the investigators, we also have the power to decide the structure, or 
lack of structure, of the interviewing process. While keeping structure at a minimum, we 
will enhance the opportunity of genuinely revealing the perspectives of the people we are 
studying. We will coordinate two approaches of interviews, which we will deem at our 
discretion appropriate, at the time during the interview process.  
Firstly, a completely unstructured interview, in which we will not even have an 
aide mémoire83 to disposal and where we apply open ended questions. If one wants to 
keep track of his topics and questions in an unstructured interview, we will also use an 
aide mémoire.  
Secondly, a semi-structured interview, in which we have access to a list of 
questions of fairly specific topics that need to be covered, otherwise known as an 
interview guide. After such questions are asked, we intend for the interviewee to freely 
respond, while we as the interviewer will add follow up questions deemed worthy. These 
interviews will share similar characteristics such as being simple though pursued out of 
interest and the conversation will preferably be as casual and normal as possible. The 
only real difference for the interviewee will be them being tape recorded, used for detail, 
clarity and transcription and the experience of being interviewed from the phone, rather 
than face to face. However though, this limits our optical sense of observing their facial 
expressions and reactions. On the other hand, it creates a comfort, or comfortable buffer 
zone between the interviewer and interviewee, which would ease the tensions of the 
interview environment.  
With an aide mémoire at our disposal, the following is a non exhastive list of 
questions, compiled prior to the interviews that will be asked to the participants. The 
questions were put together in hopes of supporting the theories used in the project.  
Interview participants will be chosen based on our set criteria. We, the group, are 
roughly characterized in our early 20’s. We will be seeking others who share the same 
age as us and thus belong to the same generation as us. We are trying to avoid a 
generation gap within our interviewees to become more close and relatable to the 
participants themselves. This will lead us to have a clearer understanding of their social 
world and experiences, which we would of course also shared if we were placed in their 
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shoes during the time in question. Following the theme of a comparable social world, 
participants must also have ambitions of seeking knowledge, participants such as 
university students. The desire is to be able to relate their experiences with how we have 
had our experiences with life. 
5.3 Interview Limitations 
During the course of the interviews, numerous limitations were faced, in which 
conducting telephone interviews brought a disadvantage. First and foremost, English is 
not very prevalent in any of the former Soviet satellite states, not to mention the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia. This is due to Russia’s former imperialistic ways, in which 
learning Russian was mandatory, and speaking English was unheard of. This is partly due 
to the Soviets power of not enforcing action of requiring students to learn English. None 
the less, this is not the case today, and younger students are encouraged to learn English 
and are actively doing so. This brought about the disadvantage of not being able to listen 
in and interview grandparents who enjoy telling stories of their experiences to their 
grandchildren.  
Nevertheless, this did not prevent the research from continuing. It enabled us to be 
successful to indeed find interview participants.  
Additionally, there was a barrier in the separation of time and space. Not dealing 
with this barrier could have helped make certain of no misunderstanding and 
misinterpretations. Although follow up questions were given to help assure that a 
misunderstanding was not the case.  
5.4 Project Limitations 
Limitations that prevented research from occurring were scarce. However, it was 
found that the reported interview limitation concerning language was also an issue in the 
project in regards for searching for written and published publications. Notice was given 
that many of the authors cited in this project had backgrounds, which almost guaranteed 
that they had lived a majority of their life on the western side of the great divide. In which 
case, it was more encouraging conducting interviews to make certain someone with 
genuine experience could support or disprove the empirical research. 
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With consideration that the time frame of events that this project attempts to 
answer covers a great deal in association with the Cold War, it is beyond the frame and 
scope of this project to mention specifics that are not associated to the proposed problem 
formulation and work questions. 
Additionally, the fact that the language barrier is not simply a one way street- 
great news, articles, journals, and books are not sufficiently written in English. Thus, 
limiting us from gaining knowledge from some literature. However, location of several 
publications were found, including those of a English newspapers covering the area of 
our attention. These being: The New York Times, The Prague Post and The Slovak 
Spectator.  
Furthermore, no matter how one attempts to prove theory by any means, 
limitations to social theory do, and can be shown to be proven inadmissible, all when 
someone else comes to disprove it.  
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6. Theory 
The following section has the intention of introducing our theory and presenting 
arguments for our theoretical choices and considerations. All in regards to the process of 
interpreting our case study, hereby providing a well founded scientific answer to our 
problem.  
6.1 Introduction  
According to Oxford dictionary of politics, political theory are in broad terms 
defined as a “Critical, systematic reflection about power in its public and private forms, 
particularly about the claims of government to possess legitimacy and authority; and, 
more generally, such reflections about the place of politics in social life. The ambitions in 
this regard hereby become to explain the political realm, to explore what is at stake in 
political practise, and to elucidate the values which motivate political action or which 
are affected by it”.84 In this sense the approach to the fulfilment of these abovementioned 
ambitions is a conceptual inquiry, which should aim towards explaining the meaning and 
value-content of principles by which political agents are guided by power and authority.   
In relation to the above, political sociology acknowledge that politics is potentially 
present in all social relationships, hence the fact that politics involve the exercise of 
power.85 Power is therefore viewed for the most part in the realm of social science as 
creating an accurate ‘de facto’ because the apprehension of power leads to the 
establishment of authority. 
Especially in political science, where power is mainly viewed, in its broadest 
scope, and is accepted as the ability to achieve in any capacity, a desired outcome. This 
includes all aspects from the ability to keep oneself alive to the capability of a 
government to promote e.g. economic growth. Heywood further elaborates on this by 
stating that “in politics power is usually thought of as the ability to influence the 
behaviour and others in a manner not of their choosing. It is referred to in terms of 
having ‘power over’ people- More narrowly, power may be associated with the ability to 
                                                
84 "Politics." Oxford Dictionary of Politics. 3rd ed. 2005. 
85 Palgrave Introductory Sociology Bilton et. Al. p.194 
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punish or reward, bringing it close to force or manipulation, in contrast to ‘influence’, 
which also encompasses rational persuasion”.86  
As a closing remark to this small introduction to the concept of power, in its 
broadest sense, its practice and exercise in the social sciences, it should be noted that the 
concept has not filled the central role in the study of politics which many scholars hoped 
it would. The University of Warwick professor Lincoln Allison stats that, “It has proved 
much easier to believe generally that ‘Politics is about power’, or, particularly, that 
individual P or group E possesses power, than it has been to clarify what such beliefs 
mean or what would constitute proof or disproof of them” 87 and that poses just one of 
many challenges in this project which we will try to overcome. 
6.2 Discussion of Power 
The following is a short introduction to the understanding of the concept of power  
The aim of this section is intended to provide an overview through a discussion of 
the concept of power. Hereby demonstrating that the concept is part of a complex and 
multidimensional paradigm which has several understandings with various interpretations 
all depending on how it is approached and applied in the social setting and the particular 
scope of research.  
 In attempting to first define and then reconstructing the concept of power, we 
must state that the discourse of power is used in multiple ways with different aims. This 
makes the task of conceptualizing power into a few applicable research tools, an 
interesting and challenging quest as indicated in the opening section of this chapter.  
Conceptualizing overall scope  
Several distinguished scholars of the social sciences have presented their views 
and submitted their best bid on the concept of power and in the light of these, the 
following text takes upon the task to conceptualise an applicable framework. Hereby it 
strives to demonstrate which approach and theory of power we will apply to our problem 
field.88  
                                                
86 Heywood, Andrew. Politics. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 7-8. 
87 "Politics." Oxford Dictionary of Sociology. 3rd ed. 2005. 
88 Further elaboration near the end of this chapter will present reflections of the challenges and limitations 
that our theoretical choices are faced with; 
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Max Weber articulates power as; “The probability that an actor in a social 
relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance, regardless 
of the basis on which this probability rests.”89 Weber’s statement above is outlining that 
power is the ability to get your own way despite the fact that your power might merely be 
a bluff.    
In contradiction, British philosopher Bertrand Russell disagrees.90 He presents his 
view as yet an alternative approach to define power, Russell contends that; “The 
production of intended effects…Nevertheless it is easy to say, roughly, that A has more 
power than B, if A achieves many intended effects and B only a few.”91 Even though it is 
a rough bid on the definition of power, it is still with flaws. For example let us imagine 
that two people want to become professional soccer players and both also wish to obtain a 
PhD in Economics. Well, one successfully becomes a professional soccer player and the 
other receives a PhD in Economics. The two people intended to achieve both objectives 
(effects); however they only completed one of two each. If this is the case, could we 
ourselves have the possibility to determine who has more power or who is powerful? Do 
we then need to measure power by accomplishments, intentional effects, or issues by 
what are more important than others. The point here is simply to illuminate the 
difficulties of measuring, locating and comparing power.  
Contemporary scholars like Michel Foucault have developed the understanding of 
power in a net-like structure which entails that “power should be located in all social 
relationships and operating in specific ways in various institutional settings.” 92  In 
Foucault’s view the task of social scientist are to explore the intimate relationship 
between power and knowledge, as ideas become established and put into practise as 
powerful discourses93. It follows the notions such as ‘ruling class domination’ simply 
indefinites the micro realities of power where power has a net-structure interlinking all 
                                                
89Max Weber, Economy and Society, translated by G. Roth and C. Wittich (University of California Press, 
Berkley and Los Angels, 1978, p. 53.    
90 Bertrand Arthur William Russell (b.1872 - d.1970) was a British philosopher, logician, essayist, and 
social critic. Russell made significant contributions, not just to logic and philosophy, but to a broad range of 
other subjects including education, history, political theory and religious studies. 
91 Lukes, Steven. Power: a Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. 19. 
92 Bilton, T et. Al. Palgrave, Introductionary Sociology p.196 
93 Discourse analysis; entails the study of language, its structure, functions and patterns in use.  
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sorts of social positions.94 In this project Foucault, and the other scholars mentioned and 
their respective views supports the idea of leaving the economical centre of scope 
towards non-political power divisions.     
In further attempting to build up a clear connected and coherent theoretical 
framework we have among others chosen to approach our problem in the scope of an 
elitist outlook on the insights of a so-called liberal democracy. It should be mentioned 
that for the sake of simplification we have preconditioned Czechoslovakia, after the 
Velvet Revolution, as such (a liberal democracy). Keeping in mind, as mentioned in the 
opening chapters, that we do not have any intentions of conducting an analysis of the 
degree of democratization in Czechoslovakia which is primarily due to the fact that these 
considerations deserves the dedicating of an entire project on its own and the research 
have already been explored extensively even conducted at Roskilde University. On the 
basis of the previous it must therefore be made clear that the elitist view will only be our 
large-scale frame surrounding the actual analysis.  
This leads us to the obligation of briefly defining Elitism which is an aspect that 
‘draws attention to the fact of ruling elite, either as an inevitable and desired feature of 
social existence, or as a remediable and regrettable one’95 has a relative long history and 
has through the intensive care of various scholars developed and shifted in both scope, 
function and emphasis.        
In the classical terms, elitism covers the notion that society and its institutions is 
basically spilt in two groups; a minority ruling elite and a majority of powerless, later 
referred to as ‘the iron law of oligarchy’.96 These views were directed as a criticism in 
terms of how democracy was nothing more than a myth. The modern scholars tend to 
focus how far particular political systems fall short of the democratic ideal.97 C. Wright 
Mills98 offers an attempt of explaining and challenging this classical view, in his book 
The Power Elite from 1956. A famous quote is saying that “the power elite are able to 
                                                
94 Bilton, T et. Al. Palgrave, Introductionary Sociology p.196 
95 Heywood, Andrew. Politics. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 79. 
96 Ibid.   
97 Ibid.    
98 Charles Wright Mills (1916-62): An American sociologist whose most important work was published 
during the    1950ties among other ‘The Power Elite’ from 1956.  
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shape key ‘history-making’ decisions”99. And it is in this short notion that we among 
other make use of the elitist perspective as an outer framework. Anthony Downs100 
introduced a theory of competitive elitism in which the understanding entails that 
democracy is seen simply as a political method: “as a means of making political decisions 
by reference to a competitive struggle for the popular vote”101. However, we must 
acknowledge that conceptualizing power means breaking it down by developing 
applicable criteria. According to Robert Dahl102 who also has contributed to an overall 
conceptualization of power103 by presenting a hypothesis of the existence of ruling elites 
which can only be strictly tested if: 
1. The hypothetical ruling elite is a well- defined group; 
2. There is a fair sample of cases involving key political decision in which the 
preferences of the hypothetical ruling elite counter those of any other likely 
group that might be suggested: 
3. In such cases, the preferences of the elite regularly prevail.104    
 
By applying the understanding of elitism and Dahl’s criteria as part of our 
framework the idea could be mistaken for a so-called the Marxist view. Since both have 
some communalities, however the elitist view is concerned with the significance of elite 
rule seen as a power elite whereas the Marxist view is concentrated around ‘class 
struggle’ and the ‘ruling class’ which in both their optic views are created by mainly 
economical injustice. Weakness to the elitist approach is that it is often rather 
‘voluntaristic’ and therefore fails to shed light on the reasons for elite decisions, in some 
cases just presenting them as formalistic ‘game’ between or among different actors.  
To summarize the above mentioned; we will apply parts of the elitist view, which, 
followed by our conceptualisation. Such will provide us with an outcome that states, 
                                                
99 Heywood, Andrew. Politics. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 80. 
100 Anthony Downs, an influential social scientist with focus on public policy and public administration. 
One of his most prominent books “An Economic Theory of Democracy” from 1957. 
www.anthonydowns.com/bio.htm     
101 Heywood, Andrew. Politics. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 79. 
102 Dahl, R. A. (1958)  ‘A Critique of the Ruling Elite Model’, American Political Science Review, 52: 
p.463-469  
103 Main contributor of Steven Lukes 1st Dimensional view of Power (Elaborated further on p. #)   
104 Ibid.   
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following Downs spectra, that our scope and frame of research divides our social scene 
into minority elite, where we will focus and concentrate our attention to thus making the 
case of the public of less significance. 
As a further advancement of our conceptual framework and specification of our 
definition of the elitist view the project needs to take upon a stand on distinguishing 
between a structural versus actor approach.  
In current political science theory there have usually been two overall approaches 
in analyzing a democratization process.105 The first one is more traditional and the second 
approach which is more current and is called the elite or actor approach. The former of 
the two called the structuralist because it emphasizes the socio-economic preconditions 
and factors106.  
This approach is strictly deterministic, that is, it allows for e.g. democratization 
only under very predetermined and specific conditions, often measured in the relative 
level of economical development.  
As a criticism of this perspective, there has been a shift of emphasis towards the 
autonomy of political actors and the actual processes. The latter approach is more current 
and called the elite or actor approach, in which the strategic choices and bargaining 
processes of elites play the dominant role.107 
It was originally developed in Latin American studies on democratization because 
the ‘free’ elites have indeed played a great role in launching transitions.108 By branching 
off from this very brief discussion, we continue developing our overall framework by 
adding a concept developed in the sphere of sociology, yet adding and thereby attempting 
to grasp a trustworthy interdisciplinary approach by introducing the concept of agency.  
Agency is often put next to structure and is considered a synonym for action, 
emphasizing covertly the undetermined nature of human action, as opposed to the alleged 
determinism of structural theories.109 In a broader sense, it is meant to draw attention to 
the psychological and social psychological make-up of the actor, and to imply the 
                                                
105 Ágh, Attila, Emerging Democracies in East Central Europe and the Balkans p.17   
106 Ibid.  
107 Ibid.    
108 Ibid. 
109 Oxford dictionary of Sociology p.9  
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capacity for voluntary action110. Sociological theories are often characterized according to 
the relative emphasis they place on agency or structure.111  
To re-summarize; this leads the project back into the dispute between actors, which 
have now been redefined as an agent versus structure approach. In which the project 
confines itself to an actor/agent outlook. The theoretical framework will in coherence 
with our philosophical approach – hermeneutics, consist of two redefined frames. First 
one being that our scope of research is conducted in the frame of a redefined elitist view 
and second one being that our key players are conceptualized as agents because of the 
more concise and loaded term and due not at least to the ambitions of the project of 
researching the social political sphere through unorthodox methods and philosophical 
outlook. In Dahl’s outlook on our type of decision-making process he states the 
following; “The central feature of the democratic community for Dahl, then, is that the 
relationship between leaders and citizens guarantees the continuing possibility of change 
because it is in the fulcrum (central point) of power. Any attempt to describe and analyze 
must look at this relationship within a context where both sides are motivated to act and, 
therefore, display the dynamics of the relationship. This can be achieved by observing the 
decision-making process at work.”112 
Considering our elaboration and discussion of the concept of power this leads to our 
theoretical choice. The project will be confined to Steven Lukes and his second edition 
book, Power – A radical view. This decision was made due to the broad acceptance and 
use of his concept. It is considered to be a classic and especially because of tangibility in 
providing somewhat, after a small conceptualisation, clear cut tools that can be use in the 
analysis.  
6.3 Steven Lukes 
Steven Lukes, is an author of numerous books and journals of political and social 
theory and thought. He maintains a position as professor of politics and sociology at the 
Department of Philosophy and Social Sciences at the University of Siena, the London 
School of Economics, and New York University. 
                                                
110 Palgrave, Introductory sociology Bilton et al. P.16 
111 Andersen, Heine & Lars Bo Kaspersen, Classical and Modern Social Theory p. 381 
112 Robert Dahl: Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American Community (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University press, 1961) 
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He interests range yieldingly across the realms of political and social science. His 
thoughts have not gone without influence from others. In 1968, he wrote his PhD on 
Emile Durkheim, thoroughly compiling and tracking down practically every word 
published by or about Durkheim. In addition he has examined unpublished manuscripts, 
lecture notes, letters and Durkheims own dossier (record).113  His work was later 
published as; Emil Durkheim: His Life and Works. A Historical and Critical Study. 
Additionally, a multitude of his books have been published, including various texts in 
relation to power. 
Some of Lukes’s more influential works, and also used in our project extensively, 
are his: 
1986 anthology, Power, which contains a self written introduction and selected 
works by Robert Dahl, Max Weber, Alvin I. Goldman and Bertrand Russell. We believe 
that these thinkers are most influential to Lukes and are briefly touched upon within the 
project. Thus becoming a necessity to investigate Lukes’s influences in order to 
understand the complexity of power through hermeneutics.  
And Lukes’s  2005 revised 2nd edition of his book, Power: A Radical View. The 
2nd edition came 30 years after its original publication in 1974. Lukes caused quite a stir 
with it’s first release, causing many of his academic peers to debate his provocative 
conceptualization. Lukes’s influence to publish his second edition was on the bases of his 
own self-reflection. Lukes still stands firm on his notion of conceiving power “broadly, 
rather than narrowly- in three dimensions, rather than 1 or 2. – And that we need to attend 
to those aspects of power that are least accessible to observation.”114, but comes to terms 
of his own limitations. Power: A Radical View focuses on the exercise of power and the 
power of some over other. As mentioned above the concept is very broad due to the 
issues of power that can be identified in almost every, if not all, aspects of the social life. 
Therefore we see it as essential to introduce our target audience to Lukes’s views on 
power, our greatest fascination, in our endeavour of clarifying to what extent can 
individual actors split whole nations apart. 
                                                
113 Alpert, Harry. Contemporary Sociology: A journal of reviews, p 194 jstor.org 
114 Lukes, Steven. Power: A Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. p. 1. 
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6.4 Steven Lukes’s Dimensions of Power 
In the following section we will present Steven Lukes’s three dimensions of 
power followed by a discussion showing the origins of each view, followed by a brief 
overview of how they will be applied to our case in the analysis. 
6.4.1. 1st Dimensional View  
The 1st dimensional view of power (decision making power) is to say the simplest 
and most “public” form of the 3 dimensions of power. The key features of the 1st 
dimensional view, is the analysis of observable conflicts between collective interests over 
concrete political issues. Steven Lukes states that; “Interest are seen as equivalent to 
revealed preferences – revealed, that is, by political behaviour in decision making; to 
exercise power is to prevail over the contrary preferences of others, with respect to key 
issues”.115 This point of view is argued by Robert Dahl who believes that power is 
measured by the control of behaviour. Power is therefore according to Dahl intentional 
and active and can be measured by studying the actual exercise of power and by 
determining the frequency of who prevails and who fails in the decision-making 
(political) process where conflicts of interest clash. Conflict is an essential concept in 
order to measure power through the 1st dimension. According to Dahl a conflict of 
interest is equivalent to a conflict of preferences that; “are assumed to be consciously 
made, exhibited in actions, and thus to be discovered by observing people’s behavior”.116  
These conflicts of interest can also be perceived as; “overt preferences, revealed in the 
political arena by political actors taking policy stands or by lobbying groups, and the 
exercise of power consist in overcoming opposition that is, defeating contrary 
positions.”117 
This leads us to Dahl’s overall perception of power which is broken down into the 
following sentence of; “A has the power over B to the extent that he can get B to do 
something that B would not otherwise do”118      
However this sentence does not go without notice to certain problems and 
complications. First of all it is arguable or perhaps even impossible to measure the 
                                                
115 Lukes, Steven. Power: a Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. 8. 
116 Ibid. 19. 
117 Ibid. 4. 
118 Robert Dahl, The concept of power, behavioral science, 2 (1957), p.201     
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“extent” of change (what B would not otherwise do). There is no official scale which 
enables us to measure what qualifies as changing B’s behaviour and furthermore what 
counts as major or minor changes. Does A change B’s behaviour by getting B to do the 
same thing in a different way? Let us apply an example; if I tell you to go away, does it 
then matter in which way? If I get you to run, walk or crawl, which is then the most 
significant change? We can then ask ourselves if change, regardless to which extent, 
always is a consequence power.  As mentioned earlier the 1st dimensional view measures 
power when a conflict of interest or preference arises in the decision-making arena. 
However this view excludes the idea that conflicts of interests or preferences might be 
unintended or unobservable as well as the fact that individuals might be unaware or not 
even know of their own interests.  Does power then seize to exist if there are no conflicts? 
It becomes a matter of subjectivity and which context it is related to which determines 
what “changes” B’s behavior and how it is executed. Another flaw emerges as the 1st 
view does not accurately account for Power through successful arguments, persuasive 
request, convincing advice or unintended consequences such as tardiness. For example; I 
(A) can make my project group (B) wait at the library, just by being the last to show up. 
The first dimensional view of power (power through decision making) will be 
applied to our case study of the velvet divorce to understand how Mečiar and Klaus 
prevailed in the decision-making arena by pursuing their agenda over the public, which 
led to the breakup of Czechoslovakia. This will further be emphasized and discussed in 
our analysis section. 
6.4.2. 2nd Dimensional View 
As mentioned earlier Robert Dahl’s 1st dimensions view of power is not without 
flaws. Therefore two political scientists named Peter Bachrach and Morton Baratz had 
decided to develop a critique of Dahl’s view and thus developing a second dimension to 
the view of power called the non-decision model. They argue that Robert Dahl’s 1st 
dimensional view of power; “provides no objective criteria for distinguishing between 
‘important’ and unimportant’ issues arising in the political arena.”119  Just as Dahl’s claim 
that that power in decision-making only emerges during conflicts Bachrach and Baratz 
                                                
119 Debnam, Geoffrey. Nondecision and power: The two faces of Bachrach and Baratz. The American 
Political Science Review vol. 69 p 892  
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also assume the same to be true in relation to nondecision-making. Therefore according 
to them; “A satisfactory analysis then of two-dimensional power involves the examining 
of both decision-making and nondecision-making.”120 Bachrach and Baratz do also refer 
to power in a general way, which belongs to the basics of the 1st dimension where; “all 
forms of successful control by A over B – that is A’s securing over B’ compliance.”121  
However their critique additionally points to the forces that prevent potential issues from 
entering the observable arena of decision-making conflicts. For example a “non-decision” 
is nevertheless still the outcome of a decision on A’s behalf that restricts “key issues” 
from entering the “realm of decision-making” thus being dodged and excluded as they 
threaten the interests of the powerful (A). C. Wright Mills additionally agues the point 
that; “their failure to act, their failure to make decisions, is in itself an act that is often of 
greater consequences than the decisions they do make.”122 The system of power then 
becomes maintained by its socially structured and culturally patterned behavior of groups 
and practices of institutions, which may indeed be manifested by individuals’ action of 
taking no action.123 
The second dimensional view of power (power by non-decision, agenda setting) 
will be applied to our case study of the Velvet Divorce to understand those who acted by 
refusing to act by illustrating that a public referendum was pursued and was left out of the 
discussion in the decision making arena. Inaction to decide influenced the break up of 
Czechoslovakia to take place. This will further be emphasized and discussed in our 
analysis. 
6.4.3. 3rd Dimensional View 
The analysis of power in observable conflicts in the political realm is about 
locating and studying the hidden agenda’s which prevent other issues from arising and as 
mentioned earlier Lukes does suggest that; “Power is real and effective in a remarkable 
variety of ways…and that, indeed, it is at its most effective when least accessible to 
observation, to actors and observers alike.”124 
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121 Lukes, Steven. Power: a Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. 21. 
122 Mills, C W. The Power Elite. New York: Oxford UP, 1956. 4. 
123 Lukes, Steven. Power: a Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. 63. 
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We have now introduced two dimensional views on power, which are concerned 
with the power in the observable conflict arena between A over B. The overall flaws from 
Dahl, Bachrach and Baratz respectable views of power is that power only shows up and is 
observable in cases of actual conflict of interest; “But this is to ignore the crucial point 
that the most effective and insidious use of power is to prevent such conflict from arising 
in the first place.”125    
However according to Lukes, power does has a third dimension, where he 
emphasizes that the supreme exercise of power is to get another or others to have the 
desires you want them to have. “A may exercise over B by getting B to do what he does 
not want to do, but A also exercises power over him by influencing, shaping or 
determining his very wants.”126 
The 3rd dimension of power is to shape others interests so that they fit ones own 
interests, thus avoiding the actualization of conflicts. Shaping others peoples interests or 
preferences can in general be described as A controlling B’s basis of decision so that 
what seems to be the most desirable decision for B actually fits the interests of A, and not 
necessarily those of B. This implies that A secures B’s obedience by controlling B’s 
preferences, thoughts, needs and very wants. Perhaps we are not taking about complete 
mind-control where a radical example of this would be George Orwell’s 1984. However 
try to imagine this on a lower level. For example A can exercise power over B by 
influencing B’s interest or preferences by control of knowledge or information through 
the mass media. 
The third dimensional view of power (A prevails over B by shaping and deterring 
B’s very wants) will be applied to our case study of the Velvet Divorce to understand 
how those who prevailed in the decision making process leading to the break up of 
Czechoslovakia thus inevitably determining and shaping the peoples wants to accept, 
without their feedback, the break up. This will further be emphasized and discussed in 
our analysis. 
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6.5 Reflections of Power 
It is first and foremost necessary to stress that fact that the overall presented 
theoretical paradigm should be understood as a framework. In whereas certain concepts, 
power being the pivotal one, and overall frames are applied so to create ‘a predefined 
optical view’ in which the research takes it play. It should be mentioned that the project 
considerations have been made as to create an awareness that this kind of cutting and 
fitting method, also referred to in the research design as an ‘middle range theoretical 
approach’, could seem both shallow and superficial. Hence they do not present in depth 
the heavy considerations that some of the most prominent thinkers have spent so much 
energy in developing.   
However in order to meet the projects ambitions of uncovering new facts or 
knowledge about the Velvet Divorce, the project is restrained to limit these presentation. 
Including the amount of discussions and in depth considerations regarding these scholars 
and their reflections on how to engage in and to view their social world. This could pose 
as a threat towards the credibility of the project but hopefully this will not distract the 
readers perception of the constructed framework, as this is the projects very foundation.  
As to the choice of using a single concept, with added social frames, as bases for 
our theory, it could be contested to be purely a vague and diffused concept. Surely critics 
will claim that the concept in itself is empty. And as an experienced reader would track 
down, that only in relations to a broader scope and stronger chain of definitions e.g. 
democracy, the concept of power becomes a loaded and strong term. So the fundamental 
critique and thereby problem is that the concept of power seeks to make static statements 
about a dynamic reality and the consequent doubt which critics would hold, must be as to 
whether the concept ever really helps us understand or predict real events such as the 
break up of Czechoslovakia. With regards to this we would first of all stress that we have 
attempted to foresee this critique in the constructing of our research design. Applying a 
middle range theoretical approach and choosing and considering, from the tremendous 
world of social science, a theoretical optic. As so combined with the conceptualization we 
regard the research as embracing the concept of power in a dynamic manner once it is 
applied to the case study.     
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6.6 Theoretical Framework - Conceptualization = Toolbox 
The following 3 dimensions of power will be the basis of the applied theory 
 
• 1st Dimensional View 
o Power through decision making 
• 2nd Dimensional View 
o Power through decision and non decision making. 
• 3rd Dimensional View 
o Influential and manipulating power through domination 
6.6 Argumentation for choice of theory  
Lukes claims that; “Power is real and effective in a remarkable variety of ways 
some of them direct and some hidden, and that, indeed, it is at its most effective when 
least accessible to observation, to actors and observers alike, thereby presenting 
empirically minded social scientist with a neat paradox.”127 It is worth mentioning that 
Lukes’s main point contending power is the direct exercise of it in mainly the political 
decision-making arena, however though as writing previously further above when ever 
engaging in the political realm it inevitably becomes a matter of subjectivity and 
therefore disagreements on how to understand, measure and locate power occurs ; “the 
topic of Power a Radical View, and much writing and thinking about power, is more 
specific: it concerns power over another or others, and more specifically still, power as 
domination.”128 In relation to our case of the Velvet Divorce we do find this focus highly 
relevant as there was a consensus among the people in the Slovak lands that their Czech 
counterpart was inferior to them in the political arena in Prague and that Vladimir Meciar 
and his Movement for a Democratic Slovakia where pursuing more political autonomy. 
“What is clear is that the underlying concept here defined is not ‘power’ but rather the 
securing compliance to domination.”129 
 
“It focuses on the exercise of power, thereby committing the ‘exercise fallacy’: power is a 
dispositional concept, identifying an ability or capacity, which may or may be 
                                                
127 Lukes, Steven. Power: A Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. p. 64. 
128 Ibid. p. 12  
129 Ibid. p. 110  
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exercised.” 130  “in the post-communist period, popular support for an independent 
Slovakia never reached a majority of the population.” 
6.7 Limitations 
As we are navigating through the various fields of social science research thus the 
interdisciplinary nature of our approach; Psychology, social psychology, sociology, 
political sociology, history, that imposes a huge challenge and danger when it comes to 
making attempts in confining us to a certain set of overall theoretical frames and its links 
and relations to choice of research methods. We attempt to be as clear as possible by not 
leaving anything out in the open and make sure that all the way through, form a problem 
area to problem formulation to work questions to research methods and theory we stick 
with a few but strong principles. 
In reviewing our middle range theoretical approach, the toolbox, and its reliance, 
one major author, Steven Lukes, we confine that approach on of the project to the 
limitations of Lukes’ elaboration on power. So, one could take up the issue that Lukes’ 
elaboration on a single concept – Power and its three dimensions surely are regarded as 
equivalent of a theory.131 The strongholds of this approach are that we sense that we have 
spotted a forgotten and neglected aspect, disregarding theories on policy-making, game-
theory and democratization in the ‘traditional’ approach, and hereby we are granted the 
chance of using an alternative research approach.  
This is not without pitfalls and we must, when relying heavily on literature as 
theory, met the obvious accusations of our research being nothing more than a branch of 
naïve empiricism. Firstly we must point to the fact that we do have a skeleton of concepts 
and a defined social world. Hence, we rely on a single source but it is considered within a 
clearly limited social world. If we had chosen the ‘pure’ empiricist approach our theory 
would have been latent in our literature. Once again we would make it clear to the reader 
that our ‘historical fact finding exercise’ and the choice of theory are considered 
illustration on a development of a research tool kit.    
                                                
130 Lukes, Steven. Power: a Radical View. 2nd ed. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005.  p.109 
131 Bryman, Alan. Social Research Methods. 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2004. p. 7 
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7. Analysis 
 The following section will give you a thorough overview of Steven Lukes’s three 
dimension of power applied to the case study of the Velvet Divorce of Czechoslovakia. 
 
However, before engaging further into the complex realm of power, let us start by 
looking at a type of power that we can relate to, that we are exposed to, and what we 
exercise on an everyday level; electricity. We expect that electrical power is at our 
disposal whenever we plug electrical appliances into an outlet (unless there is a power 
outage or if the electrical device is malfunctioning). Furthermore if everything is 
functioning properly we then have the ability to utilize it, thus (creating some sort of 
change) benefiting from the power we have at our disposal. In this case, we can see that 
power is both potential and actual. This leads us to the fact that we can identify power as 
a capacity that we have at our disposal to potentially use. It then becomes actual power 
when we make use of an electrical device. This very basic view can be applied to the 
sociological and political realm in order to further understand the concept of power, 
which has puzzled the minds of scholars for decades.  
7.1 Locating Power 
We will briefly stay on the subject of our little metaphor on electrical power in 
order to further understand the multiple complexities of power. As mentioned earlier, we 
expect that electrical power will flow through our many devices and gadgets when we 
plug them into an outlet. This outlet is easily defined and labelled as the source of our 
electrical power. Let us then say then that we have an overdeveloped region where the 
capacity of power is not sufficiently at our disposal to execute during “peak” hours of the 
day. Thoroughly considered choices have to be taken in order to solve or change the 
current situation. For example would specific ordinances such as power conservation or 
would the construction of a power plant be sufficient enough? The act of making 
decisions, comparable to that of the aforementioned, are discussed and taken in the 
political arena. The political arena is the central institution in which key decisions are 
made that affects all who reside under its enforcement of authority. 
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While approaching the case of the Velvet Divorce through the analysis of power, 
one of our first steps within our prejudice and assumptions is that of locating “the outlet” 
of power, which in our case is the decision-making arena where power is among the key 
features of a political system. This assumption can be applied to any level of political 
systems whether on the international, national or local level. However though, since we 
have tied power and politics together, the task of understanding power is inevitably 
shaped by subjective political preferences. For example; people who have different 
beliefs either morally or politically, might agree on certain basic facts of power but at the 
same time disagree on where power lays, who possess it and who executes it which is, as 
mentioned earlier is the overall aim of this section.  
7.1.1. Power by the 1st Dimension 
The 1st dimension of power, as we previously illustrated, is the simplest form of 
power and we will demonstrate and argue how this basic view can be applied to the 
velvet revolution in the following section. As repeated as well as stressed earlier on in the 
project we must engage into the realm of power with caution. It is therefore without 
further questioning that we will determine who has power in the decision-making arena 
by means measuring the frequency of who prevails (as Dahl had argued). 
Having accomplished their common objective of putting an end to Communist 
rule led by Vaclev Havel, the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence started pursing 
new and different goals which inevitably lead to multiple conflicts of interest. The first 
and most symbolic conflict of interest was the hyphen war which was debated in the 
federal assembly. But the Slovaks insisted on distinguishing their nation from that of the 
Czech and being severely unsatisfied with the first suggestion on calling the nation 
“Czecho-slovak Republic”. Three weeks later the federal assembly was forced to come 
up a new compromise, “the Czech and Slovak Republic.”132      
June 1990 was a pivotal turning point for Czechoslovak politics. The newly 
formed, post-revolution parties, the Civic Forum and Public Against Violence shared a 
combined majority of 45.9% election votes, competing against 20 other parties, including 
                                                
132 Judt, Tony R. Eastern Europe in Revolution; Metamorphosis: the Democratic Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 105. 
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the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. The ‘coalition for democracy’ gained an 
impressive 83 of the total 150 seats, giving them a far reaching majority in parliamentary 
seats.  
 Shortly after the first democratic elections of 1990, internal conflicts emerged as 
well and both parties and their majority parliamentary voice dispersed. On the Slovak 
side, Public Against Violence suffered internal disputes initiated by Mečiar. 
Subsequently, becoming the basis for Mečiar to break off from the PAV and found the 
Movement for a Democratic Slovakia. Following the break up, Mečiar’s party hailed 
itself as a gift for the Slovak people.  
 On the Czech side, following the Civic Forum’s 1990 electoral win, they quickly 
noted the party’s own unsuitability. They were aware of the power relationship within the 
party and expressed concern that “All the power was concentrated in the hands of a 
narrow group of politicians gathered in the Civic Forum”133 In 1991, it was realized 
within the members of the party that It was not possible to further keep together such an 
inconsistent body and, consequently, a "farewell" assembly was initiated. This led to the 
act of splitting up the Civil Forum into the subsequent Civic Democratic Party. 
The internal aggression led to the dissolution of both Public Against Violence and 
Civic Forum. The final result established two new parties, headed by two new actors;  
Vladimir Mečiar and his Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (HZDS) The HZDS 
credited themselves for responsibility for setting up and building democratic institutions 
that were vital for the existence of an independent Slovak Republic. They noted their 
significance by proclaiming that in “an extremely short period of time Slovakia had its 
own currency, banking system, state administration, diplomatic service, and military.”134 
These two new agents prevailed over their previous party (by allowing it to 
dissolve) and further pursued their own preferences on their new party (by becoming the 
head of their new party).  
As an aftermath, Klaus and Mečiar then engaged in a power struggle over their 
own preferences. Party politics was as a result; Klaus emphasized a strong conservative, 
                                                
133 "The Origin of ODS." Civic Democratic Party. 20 Dec. 2006 
<http://www.ods.cz/eng/party/history.php>. 
134 "A Brief History." Movement for a Democratic Slovakia. 14 June 2006. 20 Dec. 2006 
<http://www.hzds.sk/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1671&Itemid=52>. 
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right wing approach, while Mečiar, contradicting, enthusiastically propagated a leftist 
stance.  
Parliamentary conflict emerged during the ‘you don’t love me anymore’ dispute, 
which was the prelude to divorce. The Slovak lands were feeling isolated from political 
involvement within the federation. The general public consensus in Slovakia felt like they 
were set in the back of the line when proposing policy, and thus, was feeling resentment 
for declining Slovak political autonomy and what they see as Prague’s patronizing 
dismissal of Slovak feelings and needs.135 As Zuzana attested in reference to Slovakia, 
“We were more of a rural country and they were more industrial. Even though we had 
some modernization, of course, after the breakup. But we were still behind them and we 
were still like more close to the west and everybody was looking like at Slovakia was 
more close to the east.”136  The discourse for Mečiar’s Movement for Democratic 
Slovakia gradually switched “from federation to confederation and at the time of the June 
1992 elections, Mečiar was already using the term ‘looser association’.”137 This set the 
stage for Slovakia’s demand for a confederation, which would grant them a louder voice 
in domestic policy.  
In June 1992, Czechoslovakia held their 2nd consecutive parliamentary elections 
with the results showing the number of seats awarded:  
• Klaus & Civic Democratic Party (ODS)   37 
• Mečiar & Movement for Democratic Slovakia (HZDS) 33 
The different preferences became extensively clear following the results of the 
1992 elections which further stressed the fact that the two leading parties of the Czech 
and Slovak were rapidly growing apart as they could not agree upon the issues 
concerning the federation.  
The electoral winners of Klaus and his Civic Democratic party then presented a 
pivotal ultimatum to Mečiar in reference to divorce: Either a Czech-Slovak state with a 
strong central government and radical economic reforms, or, no state at all.138  
                                                
135 Judt, Tony R. Eastern Europe in Revolution; Metamorphosis: the Democratic Revolution in 
Czechoslovakia. Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1992. 105. 
136 See Apendix B, Interview with Zuzana: Hovoričová. 
137 Agh, Attila. Emerging Democracies in East Central Europe and the Balkans. Edward Elgar, 1999. 137. 
138 Hilde, Paal S. "Slovak Nationalism and the Break-Up of Czechoslovakia." Europe-Asia Studies 51 
(1999): 647. 
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Meciar had no intention on giving in to the Czech demand which was clearly 
expressed on July 17th (a month and a half after the elections!) where ‘The declaration of 
Independence of the Slovak Nation’ was passed in Bratislava. Such meaning that the 
Premiers Vaclav Klaus of the Czech Republic and Vladimir Meciar of Slovakia agreed on 
July 23 to dissolve the two republics' 74-year marriage after the failure of talks over 
Slovakia's demands for sovereignty within the federation.” 139 
 The stubbornness of the two political front figures demonstrates no compromise 
was to come out of Prague or Bratislava where the atmosphere in Czechoslovakia as a 
whole was already pre-conditioned on the possibility of a break up. This is further 
emphasized in an article from the New York Times published on August 27th merely two 
months after the elections by writing: 
 “The Czechoslovak republic will cease to exist on Jan. 1, Prime Minister Vladimir 
Meciar of Slovakia said today during a break in talks with his Czech counterpart, Vaclav 
Klaus, on the future of relations between the nation's two regions. "We assume that the 
Czechoslovak federation will cease to exist by Jan. 1, 1993," Mr. Meciar said. "There is 
no chance of maintaining the present state of affairs."”140  On October 29th, 1992 Czech 
(soon to be prime minister) Václav Klaus and Slovak (soon to be prime minister) 
Vladimír Mečiar signed sixteen comprehensive agreements defining interstate relations 
after break up,141 indicating that they both where in favour of a swift and painless break 
up which didn’t occur until November 25th where the federal parliament of 
Czechoslovakia decided to vote on the dissolution which would officially be in effect on 
December 31.142 
By keeping in mind that the severe left and right political polarization of post 
communist Czechoslovakia lead to the break up itself. It is difficult to see who initiated 
the break up in the first. Our research conducted and knowledge gathered on this 
historical event demonstrates that there are several different suggestions on who is the 
                                                
139 Kamm, Henry. "A Fork in Road, Czechoslovaks Fret." Nytimes.Com. 9 Oct. 1992. 24 Nov. 2006 
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key architect, initiating the break up in the first place. The different preferences of Klaus 
and Meciar as well as their party’s political programme do however indicate a tangible 
element; which is the fact that they agreed on disagreeing. They both consistently 
prevailed in the decision-making arena which eventually led them to the “reward” of 
becoming prime minister of each country. Applying the 1st dimension of power through 
the analysis of observable conflicts of interest in the decision-making arena and stating 
that; “A has the power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that B would 
not otherwise do.”143 We clearly end up with labelling Klaus and Meciar as A by being 
victorious, prevailing and powerful during the years leading to the break up. In this 
simplistic view though we also need to include and locate B. One straightforward 
suggestion would point towards the other political parties not getting a sufficient number 
of votes thus preventing them to bring their agenda into the decision-making arena. This 
answer is not adequate enough though as there is no coherency with our highly 
considered choice of selecting the key actors and parties based on Robert Dahl’s 
criteria144. This does not reserve us the right to simply ignore the limitation of the 1st 
dimension. We are committed in our endeavour to localizing B through the Dahl’s 
criteria as well as acknowledging the fact that Steven Lukes three dimensions; “focuses 
entirely on the exercise of ‘power over’- the power of some A over some B.”145   
As the 1st dimension went on to show, there was a limitation regarding A, who has 
the power. In our case, there were 2 A’s. Lukes then limits our conceptual understanding 
of A, when indeed, there can be 2 A’s without a B. 
7.1.2. Power by the 2nd Dimension 
In order to find B, who did something B wouldn’t have otherwise done, we must 
look further into the process of understanding why a referendum was not processed to the 
public. 
President Havel was extremely interested to preserve the common Czechoslovak 
state in its federal form. Six months prior to the divorce, in reference to Klaus’s 
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ultimatum to Mečiar, Havel exclaimed, “Czechs and Slovaks should be allowed to decide 
in a referendum whether their country stays together.”146 
The Presidents, such as Havel, of the Czech Republic and Slovakia also serve as 
Head of State, however, they have limited powers and most political power rests with the 
Prime Minister and his cabinet.147 In consideration, it was then in Havel’s benefit to 
encourage a Federal state. Otherwise, we believe, Havel was aware that it could of cost 
him his presidency. 
However, as noted, the top policy makers, Klaus and Mečiar, did not share similar 
federal ambitions. After two weeks of intensive negotiations, Klaus and Mečiar, agreed 
early June 22nd 1992 that Czechoslovakia should make plans to break up.148 They asked 
the regional parliaments representing their two peoples to work out a final arrangement 
by September 30th.”149   
As the project cover depicts, Klaus to the left and Mečiar to the right, seem to of 
been able to execute their preferences of power (the break up), rather consistently to 
pursue their interests. As a result the days of the federation were numbered.150 
Havel’s encouraged referendum would have been a vote in which the electorate, 
the public, could of expressed their view on a particular issue of public policy;151 Such as 
that of the break up. It is not surprising of Havel’s encouragment, as referendums are a 
common characteristic of liberal democracies. Referendums can carry an advantage of 
checking the power of elected governments and ensuring that they stay in line with public 
opinion. However, as the 2nd dimension of power displays, public opinion is not valid 
unless it can manage itself into the political arena to then handle the negotiations. 
Alternatively, referendums also allow politicians to manipulate the political agenda, 
as we have seen, by not taking a decision. Consequently, leaving the agenda behind to 
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allow other issues of interest to be discussed. The potential for a referendum can also tend 
to simplify and distort political issues, reducing them to questions that have a yes/no 
answer. Such as “would you like the nation to of Czechoslovakia to split into two?”, 
rather than “Where would you like the borders to be drawn if Czechoslovakia wished 
upon the split of Czechoslovakia?” 
Instances as the aforementioned describes such a process of when two A’s, Klaus 
and Mečiar, had the power over B, Havel. Klaus and Mečiar had the power of not acting 
towards initiating Havel’s interest of a public referendum. Furthermore, Klaus and 
Mečiar excersiced power over Havel by “finally agreeing to ignore the calls for a 
referendum and pass the law legalizing the dissolution. 152 
Building on the fact that the 2nd dimension of power is rooted on the 1st 
dimension, a satisfactory analysis then of two-dimensional power involves the 
examination of both decision-making and nondecision-making. Nondecision-making 
becomes a barrier when A’s preferred interests are unable to reach the decision-making 
area. It was this 2nd dimension that most accurately explains Havel’s failure of executing 
his preference of a public referendum. He was never able to take his decision of 
supporting the referendum into the political arena because Klaus and Mečiar did all the 
negotiations behind closed doors. In essence, power by acting to not act to invite Havel. 
Thus leaving Havel out of the process.  
 The major paradox of 1991, is that Havel, “the most popular politician in the 
country and the hero of the 1989 events was able to achieve virtually none of his major 
political goals.”153  
 Interestingly enough, despite the blocked referendum, the Czech and Slovak 
people spared themselves of any bloodshed of any disagreement that they may have had 
over the situation. As one of our interview participants Miloš contested, “nobody have 
some big problem with dividing but there is also something like a brotherhood.”154 
 Václav Havel further exclaimed his sincerity during his new years speech to the 
public in 2003:  
“That era's seemingly endless negotiations finally led to the division of 
Czechoslovakia. It had one great advantage: it proceeded calmly, without 
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violence, major conflicts, or significant unsolved issues. This unusually positive 
split brought us worldwide respect. But it also had one disadvantage: a matter of 
such importance as the division of a country into two new ones was not decided 
by the citizens in a referendum, as would be appropriate in a democratic society. 
Rather, it was mostly treated as a technical matter, almost as if it were an 
accounting operation. Perhaps for this reason, the end of Czechoslovakia was 
accompanied by an unpleasant aftertaste and awkward feelings. No significant 
part of the citizenry protested the division then, but no significant part celebrated 
it either. It was as if there was nothing to say, as if the public had more or less 
breathed a sigh of relief at the endless, traumatizing bargaining finally being 
behind us.”155 
7.1.3. Power by the 3rd Dimension 
  Why was there such amicability during and after the break up? Lukes contends 
with his 3rd dimensional view of power that the supreme exercise of power is to get 
another or others to have the desires you want them to have. “A may exercise power over 
B by getting B to do what he does not want to do, but A also exercises power over him by 
influencing, shaping or determining his very wants.”156 
 As we have seen, power has been exercised numerous ways with B failing to 
exercise his preferences. However, what happens when A overpowers B and actually 
becomes satisfied with A’s inflicted power? 
Despite the break up, “In a united Europe…” Havel’s 1990 to 1992 political 
analyst, Jacques Rupnik contends, “…the Czech Republic and Slovakia would be the two 
countries with the closest relationship.” 
In The Power Elite, C. W. Mills unambiguously makes clear that the; 
“The higher politicians do not constitute any one psychological type; they 
cannot be sorted out and understood in terms of any standard set of motives. Like 
men of other pursuits, politicians, high or low, are sometimes driven by 
technological love of their activities- of the campaigning and the conniving and 
the holding of office; more frequently than others, they are drawn to politics by 
the prestige that their success brings to them; in fact, ‘power for power’s sake’- a 
very complicated set of motives- usually involves the feeling of prestige which the 
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exercise of power bestows. Rarely is it the money they receive as officeholders 
which attracts them.”157 
 
“I have a complete vision of how Slovakia could be in 30 years' time…” In an 
interview with The Slovak Spectator, Mečiar voiced his thoughts “…My mission as 
Prime Minister was to carry out this vision. All the big changes in the country were a 
result of me. What politician in the world has done as much in such a short time as me? 
Build a state, a currency, a stable market, security structures, international relationships... 
of course, there were a lot of things I didn't have time to accomplish.”158 
‘Power for power’s sake’ is a steadily seen characteristic of Mečiar. As he 
recollects his time in office, his only failure was not accomplishing his agenda which was 
limited by time. That given without failure of his own. 
In a majority of contemporary democracies, when voters elect their incumbents, 
the incumbents then take the power mandated by their constituency and make decisions 
on behalf of their community. When Klaus and Mečiar made the decision to break up the 
country on behalf of the people, without public backlash, in a sense, Klaus and Mečiar 
determined and shaped the interests of the public into accepting the decisions and actions 
taken. 
Applying our prejudice tells us that such a move that shapes the nation, or in our 
case, breaks up the nation, is fairly undemocratic in contemporary societies. In retrospect, 
Klaus and Mečiar are exactly what years of external factors have done to 
Czechoslovakia.Taking into account the other nations that have suffered internal conflict 
that caused a nation break up, we remind ourselves of the uniqueness of this case and the 
minimal duration of aftershock the people endured. The “Velvet Divorce, was an 
example of how the two countries have a special relationship…” Journalist for the The 
Prague Post, Frank Forrest wrote "…Why, unlike Yugoslavia, could Czechoslovakia be 
divided so easily? Because there was neither any hatred nor trauma. After they parted, 
they found out that they posed no major problem to one another."159 
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8. Conclusions  
 The case study of the break up of Czechoslovakia is a very interesting one in that, 
though applying the power tools, various dimensions of power were applied to various 
instances within the break up. 
 However, by executing a paradigm shift, there are two actors that are still heavily 
involved within the power game. Alternatively though, these actors have now 
unintentionally shifted their stance from A, (the executers of power), to B, (the influenced 
and shaped actor), whose very wants are determined by A. Now however, without B 
realizing it. 
 Klaus and Mečiar have ended up with their own countries, but now they have 
ended up seeking realignment from the outside. “East or West? What side are you on?” is 
today’s question of power and influence. Czechoslovakia has shifted multiple spheres 
from the Austrian-Hungarian Empire, to Nazi protectorate and puppet states, to a Soviet 
red state, to a Western aligned tourist state. In our ‘New World Order,’ the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia cannot disregard its political alignment. Power relations are part of 
a constant variable that changes under every situation. 
The Czech Republic and Slovakia finally got their names that they could show 
and tell the world who they really are, and where they stand. The Czech Republic is now 
commonly referred to as ‘the heart of Europe’, and, so is Slovakia.160  
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9. Evaluating and reflection on our research:  
This brief assessment is conducted on the basis of the general criteria presented in 
A. Bryman’s book ‘Social Research Methods’ and its chapter two and the explanation of 
how to handle research design and the challenges of conducting ‘real’ academic research. 
Therefore the following will be without references only to the point that the text in bold 
are his terminology. 
On an overall view the following are the so-called most prominent criteria for 
evaluating the social research – it should be mentioned that other methods of research 
evaluation exist however this project will follow an assessment based of the below 
mentioned;  
Reliability; is concerned with whether the results of our study are repeatable – 
commonly this is used as a measure device for our concepts to see if they are consistent. 
In our project we apply three sets of concepts – the overall political elitist view and 
through our narrowing down process the concept of agents and lastly Lukes’s three 
dimensions of power. Since we are applying a hermeneutic view as our scope of research 
and also given the fact that reliability is a term that has more to do with quantitative 
research, our project is in its nature fairly qualitative, all of the above would make it 
struggle when it comes to consistency in the use of concepts we stay true to the 
objectives, but when applying the same concepts and frames to another case since we 
have designed this specifically to our case study. Which goes along with replication; we 
clearly see the limits and research faults in making acknowledgeable social science 
research. Hence it is not possible to take the same framework and concepts and apply it to 
a similar case thereby expecting similar outcomes.  
Validity; has to do with the integrity of the conclusions that are generated from 
our research and has the following sub divisions. 
Measurement validity; has to do with whether a measure that is devised of a 
concept really does reflect the concept that it is suppose to be denoting. Now in retrospect 
to our aspect of reliability, since this criteria has a strong relation, we must once again 
state that our methodological approach seems somewhat adequate but again since our 
interpretations are shaped by our internal views and we have failed in keeping 
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consistency in shedding light on these throughout the project the aspect of measurement 
validity cannot be regarded as reliable.    
Internal validity; in relation to the general causality including both the 
conclusion and our variables we must be honest and relative in our evaluation. Since we 
focus severely on the power relationship among the key political actors and their impact 
on our perceptions of democratic rule, we fail in facilitating the process and an open and 
one with several endings. We could have attempted to be more open in order to construct 
a broader and indeed comprehensive scope. However we must say that in the scope that 
we have developed and thereby chosen we are confident in dependent variable. Now 
when it comes to applying our findings and whether they can be generalized beyond our 
specific research context our external validity; is extremely limited.  
It could be contested that the power analysis could shed light for the common 
good on how to view the political arena as a power and agenda setting arena as 
inspiration though. If there were to be a strong external validity we would have been able 
to generalize about political elite power perhaps even the nature of Czechs and Slovak 
politicians, but as also mentioned in the limitation section, this is far beyond the 
ambitions and scope of this project.  
Our ecological validity has a bit more of a stronghold in that our research tools 
attempt to capture and present a glance of the excises of power at the very top of the 
structure. However as is evident in our project we have struggle in a constant battle 
between making our approached as similar to natural settings as possible yet 
acknowledging that we are at distance from our case study and that it belongs to history 
and the interpreters of history, so that we have created a somewhat unnatural setting are 
thereby making our project ecological invalid.  
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Appendix A-  Interview Guide 
One of the preliminary actions of the investigation is; trying to determine weather 
the participants interviewed, on an individual level, share similar perceptions of their 
identity, be that as it may, either cultural and/or national identities. Hopes to achieve this 
will have influenced the reason behind asking open ended questions and letting the 
interviewees elaborate on their own stories.  
In consideration to inquiring individuals in which very little is known about them 
before hand, and to deter the potential of an insinuating question, that could be frowned 
upon in the Czech Republic or Slovakia, an approach to a subtle way of asking questions, 
somewhat indirectly, while maintaining composure will take effect. This will also assure 
that the questions will not be misunderstood. 
• What was your experience living in Czechoslovakia when your nationality 
became divided?  
• What have you learned as being a key reason for the break up? 
• What is your nationality? / Do you believe that Meciar/ Klaus were responsible? 
Why?  
• Where do you live? 
• What is your perception of the people around you when you are visiting the Czech 
Republic or Slovakia? (The country in which they are not from) 
 
It will also be important keep in mind the aspects of the interviewee’s social world, 
which might not have necessarily crossed our minds, but could, have played essential 
relevance, and become extroverted to share their stories, rather than to ask for them 
specifically. 
To be able to contribute our qualitative research to the social sciences for the 
advancement of knowledge, all have the right to know how far research participants were 
selected from a correspondence of a wide rage of potential participants. We interviewed 
the participants out of their nationality of either being Czech or Slovak. 
With each individual interview conducted, such information will be presented on an 
individual bases. 
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Appendix B-  Interview Transcripts 
 
The following is a written translation of recorded interviews in which we engaged 
ourselves with. 
 
Interview with Miloš Židík 
 Taken on December 12th  2006 @ 1730 
 
ADAM: So lets get this thing over with nice and easy. Just a nice little conversation. 
 
MILOŠ: OK 
 
ADAM: So lets just start with, tell me something about who you are. Where you are 
from. And what you do for a living. 
 
MILOŠ: What do I think about living.. 
 
ADAM: What do you do? What do you do? How do you pass time? 
 
MILOŠ: Now? Yes of course, I am a student. I am also a part time worker in my country. 
I work in a production company. I just delivery sport and media and so on.  
 
ADAM: OK, so stop right there for a second. You are saying “your country”, what is 
your country? 
 
MILOŠ: My country is the Czech Republic. 
 
ADAM: You are from the Czech Republic. 
 
MILOŠ: Yes 
 
ADAM: You have a job there doing some media information. And where in the Czech 
republic is your work place? 
 
MILOŠ: Not only Czech republic because I am doing a lot of European Championships 
and World Championships which are in our country so I have to work in the whole 
country. From east to west.  
 
ADAM: OK, so you cover the entire Czech Republic.  
 
MILOŠ: Yes 
 
ADAM: And you also go to school, right. 
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MILOŠ: mmhhhmmm 
 
ADAM: And what do you study? 
 
MILOŠ: I am studying geography. Social geography and regional development.  
 
ADAM: OK. And how long have you been doing that for now? 
 
MILOŠ: I have now finished a 3 year program for bachelor degree and now I am 
continuing with a master degree.  
 
ADAM: And now you are pursuing your masters. OK. 
 
MILOŠ: Yes 
 
ADAM: Can I ask, how old are you? Since you are already doing your masters. 
 
MILOŠ: I am 22 now. 
 
ADAM: You are 22? Wow. So you have just gone to school and never had a break. You 
just started from day one. How does the school system work in the Czech Republic? 
When do you start? 
 
MILOŠ: I think that it is good. From some point of view it is better. And from some point 
of view it is maybe worse. Of course we don’t have social big possibilities as in 
Denmark, or maybe as in soon more developed countries in Europe. I think that our 
education system is really good. Because I met a lot of people from the whole world and I 
have also worked for a part time holiday job in Britain and I met a lot of people from 
different universities and I can compare it so I think that our school system is not so bad. 
 
ADAM: OK, I see, I see. You are 22 years old now.  
 
MILOŠ: Yes. 
  
ADAM: the Czech republic has not always been the been the Czech republic. 
 
MILOŠ: hmmm 
 
ADAM: it started in 1993, as far as I remember. Right, so how old were you during the 
velvet divorce?  
 
MILOŠ: I was, I was, 6 when was the revolution, and in 1993 I was 9 years old. So I 
remember some small pieces from the revolution and also from the dividing of our 
country. Some real points of it. 
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ADAM: Well, you were there obviously, but you were not that old you say. So I could 
not imagine that you were there standing in the big square demonstrating with the rest of 
the people.  
 
MILOŠ: haha 
 
ADAM: But maybe you can tell us what you can remember from 1993 at least when you 
were about 9 years old. 
 
MILOŠ: yea yea 
 
ADAM: So if you could please tell me what you remember what you did. If you felt any 
difference. Where there parades? Where there songs? Where there posters saying 
welcome to this and this.  
 
MILOŠ: yes of course, I remember like it because I was a small boy. And I remember I 
was in childrengarden and everybody was a communist. Everybody was a comrade. And 
you have to say to our teacher ‘comrade’, “comrade teacher.” 
 
ADAM: every time you had to say something to your teacher, you had to say “Comrade 
Teacher”?  
 
MILOŠ: Yeah yeah. It was common. Because we were were 3,4,5,6 years old and nobody 
was a comrade. So after the change, so it was now only the teacher and everything was 
changed. But I remember, I don’t know, we have a problem to buy television , from the 
point of my parents. Of course of traveling. And so on. 
 
ADAM: Right, of course. 
 
MILOŠ: So there were lots of changes. For me it was, because of year of revolution, I 
went to grammar school, so it was a big change for me. I started in a new world.  
 
ADAM: So uhm, during the 1993, did you still have to call your fellow students and 
teachers for ‘comrades’? 
 
MILOŠ: NO no no no, not in 93, but in 89. Then it was normal. This revolution, it was 
something like a democratic system. But we of course, from this time, we speak like right 
now normally some comrade and communist and so on. And from 1993, from the last 
day, from the year of 1992 until new years day 1993, I remember. Because people spoke 
about it that todays will be the last day in the television for the Czechoslovak national 
anthem. And from the next day, there will be another country, and so on. 
 
ADAM: And who told you that? And how did they tell you?  
 
MILOŠ: I remember it. I really don’t know, I know that people really speak about it. I 
don’t really know who, if it was my parents or somebody else. I don’t know. I really 
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don’t know. You know, when it was revolution in my country, so it was only for one day. 
A few months or a few weeks. 
 
ADAM: Right. 
 
MILOŠ: But this day, was only one day. So it was hard to remember it in my age.  
ADAM: because it all happened in one day. 
 
MILOŠ: yea yea. And it was more ‘velvet’ and than the velvet revolution, I think. 
 
ADAM: Absolutely. It is a very unique case. So tell me, we have this name in our project 
that emerges again and again. And we kind of see him as an important player in the 
whole political system. And his name is Vaclav Klaus.  
 
MILOŠ: Yeah, of course. 
 
ADAM: Now uhm, do you have any, just like anybody has an opinion on President Bush 
or our Danish Prime Minister. I was kind of wondering if you could tell me just whether 
or not you are politically engaged or active, just your own opionon on Vaclav Klaus. 
 
MILOŠ: haaa.. so, we is now our president. I think that in dividing our country, so it was 
prepared from him and Meciar. It was divided of power and they were preparing for next 
people. How to privatize some national companies. But I think about Klaus that he’s a 
great economist.  
 
ADAM: Right, we have a very good academic background when it comes to finance.   
 
MILOŠ: yeah yeah of course.  
 
ADAM: Now you mentioned power and you mentioned Vladimír Mečiar. Now a lot of 
texts and a lot of documents and a lot of books say that these two people are the main 
people that were responsible for the revolution and for the divorce. And especially the 
divorce between the Czech Republic and Slovakia.  
 
MILOŠ: Because, because 
 
ADAM: Now why do you say that? 
 
MILOŠ: hmmmm I think also because 2 people in this time was the leader of the two 
main parties. One party in Czech Republic and one party in Slovakia. And these people 
was most exposed in television and media and everywhere. From all people that 
connected from dividing of our country, these 2 people were the most important one, or 
looked like the most important. Maybe someone stayed behind them. But these two 
people was the 
 
ADAM: the front figures.  
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MILOŠ: The front figures, right. Maybe they were really like the most important people, 
maybe more, but these two were the biggest actors of it.  
 
ADAM: Since you mentioned that these two people were the biggest actors of it, what 
about the people? Were the people upset? Did you notice, were your parents angry? Were 
they happy that Czech Republic was going to be its own country? How were things in 
school? What did people talk about? I’m just basically trying to find out, what the people 
thought about it? 
 
MILOŠ: I think that the main part of people didn’t have a problem. Especially because 
They can’t, they could have a problem with it because of our, a lot of families have roots 
in Slovakia. Or Slovaks have roots in Czech Republic. Especially my family. Half of my 
family is in Slovakia, and half is in Czech Republic. But I think that nobody have some 
big problem with dividing but there is also something like a brotherhood.  
 
ADAM: Brotherhood. OK. Now uhm, you just mentioned that you had some family 
members. Maybe around Bratislava, Slovakia, somewhere? 
 
MILOŠ: yeah yeah. We can say around Bratslava.  
 
ADAM: So since the country split up, you did not all of a sudden have a problem going 
there? Did you have to get a new passport? Or two passports? When you had to go visit.. 
 
MILOŠ: NO no no. Because I was Czech Republic, or no, I was born in the Czech part of 
Czechoslovakia. So I can take only that one passport. But I think that people….. 
people…. From the new border between Czechoslovakia, or you understand me, border 
between new Czech republic and Slovakia.  
 
ADAM: Absolutely. 
 
MILOŠ: The people who born, I don’t know, Slovak Republic and now live in Czech 
Republic. So they can apply for two passports. But for most of people, I think it’s not 
important. Because after dividing, we can easily travel with one passport to Slovak 
Republic or to Czech Republic.  
 
ADAM: OK, OK. And now, also, uhm, both countries are now members of the EU. 
Correct? 
 
MILOŠ: Yeah. 
 
ADAM: So now when members of the EU have a law saying that they can travel between 
member countries. 
 
MILOŠ: mhmmmhmm 
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ADAM: So that should make it easier too. 
 
MILOŠ: Yeah, of course. It’s more easier. 
 
ADAM: And therefore, maybe it’s not as important any more.  
 
MILOŠ: Yeah. 
 
ADAM: To have two different passports. Maybe it’s just a 
 
MILOŠ: Exactly. I think that nobody has this problem of two passports now days. 
 
ADAM: Right, Absolutely. Absolutely. Now uhm, I have another question for you right 
now. Do you ever watch football? Soccer?  
 
MILOŠ: Yeah, of course. My family is really interested and really connected with Czech 
football. So of course. 
 
ADAM: Because the Czech republic have a really good team. 
 
MILOŠ: yeah. 
 
ADAM: And now, I happen to notice that for the European qualification, the Czech 
republic and Slovakia are in the same group.  
 
MILOŠ: Yeah yeah yeah. 
 
ADAM: Now, God forbid, that the Czech Republic wouldn’t qualify. Would you root for 
Slovakia instead if they made it?  
 
MILOŠ: hmmm.. I don’t think so. Maybe some… I can say mabe some… 
 
ADAM: but you just mentioned brotherhood before.  
 
MILOŠ: If it will happen, so I think that maybe some, I guess stupid people will have 
some problems with it. It will only be the case of two or three days, I think.  
 
ADAM: Right. 
 
MILOŠ: I think that nobody will be angry at Slovakia. This will not grow some big 
problem.  
 
ADAM: Of course not, of course not. But you did also mention brotherhood. So maybe 
you would be happy that perhaps the Czech Republic and Slovakia… 
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MILOŠ: Yeah, of course. I think that if our team will play bad and Slovakia will be 
better, and Slovakia will qualify for European championship in Austria, so I think that we 
be player for it. Because still, when especially for example every year in world 
championship for ice hockey. And when Czech Republic isn’t qualified to the final or the 
semifinal match, and when qualified, I don’t know, 2 or 3 years ago, to the Slovak 
national team. Everyone in Czech Republic, and when the Slovak national team won this 
match, they won championships in ice hockey. And everybody, everybody, in Czech 
Republic was happy. Everybody was enjoyed by it.  
 
ADAM: So uhhh brotherhood.  
MILOŠ: Yeah, I think so. I think that, I don’t know if Europe, if there same kind of two 
countries, ----- why I don’t know. Maybe it helped that it is really a special case.  
 
ADAM: Absolutely. Well for now, I am going to have to thank you. That was some great 
stuff, buddy. If worse comes to worse, we will always try to call you and bother you 
again. 
 
MILOŠ: Yeah, no problem. Of course.  
 
ADAM: Thank you for some great 18 minutes of good answers. 
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Interview with Zuzana: Hovoričová 
 Taken on December 19th  2006 @ 2300 
 
ZUZANA: Yes? Isn’t it a little late? 
 
ADAM: It is a bit late, isn’t it. 
 
ZUZANA: Yes. 
 
ADAM: Well how do you feel on this? 
 
ZUZANA: I’m tired, but ok, lets do it. 
 
ADAM: I know how it is. We’ve been at the diamond for 11 hours today. Uhm, but I 
think we should do this as good as possible. 
 
ZUZANA: haha 
 
ADAM: And lets just start from the very beginning. 
 
ZUZANA: What is my name and where do I come from?  
 
ADAM: Absolutely. Lets start with that. 
 
ZUZANA: Ok, my name is ZUZANA: Hovoricova and I come from the center of 
Slovakia. 
 
ADAM: The center of Slovakia. And let me ask, what is your occupation. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, I consider that I’m still a student.  
 
ADAM: You’re still a student. What do you study? 
 
ZUZANA: Political and cultural geography. 
 
ADAM: Are you working on your candidate, your masters? 
 
ZUZANA: My bachelor.  
 
ADAM: Your bachelor, I see. Well since you just told us that you are from the center of 
Slovakia, I am going to have to ask you, how old are you? 
 
ZUZANA: 23 
 
ADAM: So tell me, how old were you when Czechoslovakia decided to break up from… 
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ZUZANA: Yeah, I was six. And I didn’t know anything about it. 
 
ADAM: You didn’t know anything about it. But however, you’ve been learning stuff in 
school, since you work with politics, right? 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, of course. I don’t have it in my life memories or whatever. I just 
remember in the first year of my grammar school, our teacher just told us that now, since 
now, we are just going to call her miss teacher and not the communistic name. So we 
were like OK, so now we are just going to call you miss and not the other name. I don’t 
know how to translate it into English. I think it doesn’t have any translation. 
 
ADAM: OK, OK. Now uhm, I guess you were at the same time told that you got a brand 
new flag, and a new national song. 
 
ZUZANA: Hmmmm, yeah. It was some kind of, it didn’t happen all into one… it took 
some time to do it. All this. Well it took them all the time until the breakup. 
 
ADAM: Exactly. Well tell me then… Since you mentioned the breakup, we know from 
our historical facts and all this stuff that we have read. That the public, the people, did not 
decide on breaking up the country.  
 
ZUZANA: No no no… 
 
ADAM: So who did? 
 
ZUZANA: It was a higher political decision. There were just two people who wanted it, 
or some like small groups of people. On the Slovak and on the Czech side. And they just 
decided, OK, lets break up. 
 
ADAM: They just decided, ok, lets break up. Do you know any of the main front figures?  
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, the main guys were Vladimír Mečiar and Václav Klaus. Yeah, they 
were prime ministers at that time. 
 
ADAM: They were prime ministers at the time. Right. And uhm, I know for a fact that 
Mečiar has been a major of Slovak politics for many years now ever since the breakup.  
 
ZUZANA: Well, he left politics for like, 6 years. And so now he is back again.   
 
ADAM: Now he is back again. What is your overall opinion of him? 
 
ZUZANA: What is my opinion of him? Well I don’t like that guy. He was the prime 
minister for like 8 years. Or I don’t know how many exactly. He has an authoritarian rule 
in Slovakia and we didn’t know anything about it at all. And the only people that like him 
are old ladies. Because he raised the pensions so they all love him. It’s like their Václav. 
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ADAM: hahaha I see, I see. So is that the main reason why you don’t like him? 
 
ZUZANA: Well, I don’t like his policy. Like the politicians, he’s…. I just don’t like him. 
 
ADAM: Well, do you think that the only reason he was so popular was partly because of 
the old ladies. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah yeah… well, the population is Slovakia is so very old. He got a lot of 
votes.  
 
ADAM: I see, but was it only passed on the pension? 
 
ZUZANA: Sort of, yes. Like, 70, 80%, yes.  
 
ADAM: 70, 80%, yes. OK. Now uhm, tell me something. You mentioned, I can’t 
pronounce his name. Klaus and Mečiar.  
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, Václav Klaus, yeah, he was on the Czech side. 
 
ADAM: He’s from the Czech side. Now, could I perhaps also ask you, Since you are 
from Slovakia, what your opinion is of Václav Klaus and he’s opinions and the Czech 
people in general? 
 
ZUZANA: Hmmm, well I don’t know him that much. I’m not interested in Czech policy. 
But people like him, I guess. Well at least people in Czech republic. 
 
ADAM: Could you explain to us why? 
 
ZUZANA: I have no idea. I just know he has a really homosexual voice… haha 
 
ADAM: haha… Well then, since you just mentioned that your so-called expertise is on 
political science. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, I’ve been studying for 3 years. This subject is all about everything, but 
we don’t know anything in fact.  
 
ADAM: Because you are from Slovakia, maybe you know a little more about your 
country than we do.  
 
ZUZANA: Yeah. 
 
ADAM: And in relation, that is why we are asking you for your opinion on what 
happened during the velvet divorce, even though you were only six years old. So we 
would like you know, more specifically, what things were like in 1993. 
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ZUZANA: Well, 1992 in fact. Because the first of January, we separated our states. Well, 
it was happening since, I would say, it started in 77 in fact. Because the Charter 77, if you 
know something about it, well you have it in your project, no? 
 
ADAM: Well go on, tell us about it. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, it was a group of, mainly Czech dissidents, they were helping mainly 
political prisoners in the era of communism. And it all started here because the Charter 
77, it was established mainly with Václav Havel. And it was really like a Czech matter. 
They somehow forgot about their Slovak brothers. So it all started somehow there. Can I 
hear you? 
 
ADAM: Yes yes, I’m listening. 
 
ZUZANA: And then, there were a lot of things. The Czech Republic was different from 
Slovakia. It was then, since 1989, it was still leading to the breakup. Because we had a 
different view of history. Different persons were important for us, each nation. So it was 
like still going to the breakup. Well, before 1989, we didn’t even have a clue that it could 
happen. Then after, it was still just going to happen, and everybody felt it. 
 
ADAM: Everybody knew it was going to happen. 
 
ZUZANA: Well yeah, according to what was going on in the politics. So you could just 
see that it was probably going to happen. Well, people didn’t want it to happen, but the 
politicians were still discussing it. 
 
ADAM: Now, you just mentioned that perhaps different important people and different 
histories at the same time, you just mentioned that the Czechs were forgetting about their 
Slovak brothers.  
 
ZUZANA: Yes. 
 
ADAM: Well, how does that go together, hand in hand? 
 
ZUZANA: Well, it doesn’t go hand in hand. Well, we were like brothers, but we had 
different views of everything. And different industry, agriculture, everything, in those 
days were just put together. 
 
ADAM: So, both countries, or your brothers, and you agreed on getting rid of 
communism. The Velvet Revolution. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah 
 
ADAM: But once that happened, you say that everybody kind of knew that the countries  
had different sets of history… 
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ZUZANA: Yes 
 
ADAM: …heroes, call them what you want. And it was bound to happen no matter what, 
that both countries were going to split up. 
 
ZUZANA: Yes. 
 
ADAM: Well thank you very much for that. 
 
ZUZANA: Well there are lots of other things to say, but that’s ok. 
 
ADAM: There are a lot of things to say about this. Well then, please inform us. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, like, for example, it was all done in higher political circles. People, they 
just didn’t have any votes. Some kind of referendum, it was impossible at that time. 
Because it will just lead us to a situation that couldn’t be solved. Because… 
 
ADAM: I’m still listening. Go on. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, like politicians, they just wanted to discuss it themselves and they 
didn’t want to ask people for a division because probably, it would just turn their place 
from the table. And they just didn’t want it to happen.  
 
ADAM: But you said it was impossible. However though, it is written a lot of places that 
Havel tried to bring the people into the discussion of weather or not to split the country. 
Because there was no longer Communism and you started a democracy. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah. 
 
ADAM: Where a referendum is part of that democracy package. So what we find very 
interesting is that the most important decision after the communism, the people were not 
involved with the very most important decision. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, yeah. They were not 
 
ADAM: And why do you think that, again? 
 
ZUZANA: Because the politicians just wanted to have more power, I would say. 
 
ADAM: Because the politicians wanted to have more power. When you say the 
politicians, who would you then say, who got the most power then? Who were the big 
winners? 
 
ZUZANA: The big winners were the parties of Václav Klaus and Vladimír Mečiar. But 
the Slovak politicians, they made Slovak politicians and party of Mečiar. They just 
wanted to have more voice in politics. And they didn’t have when we were a federation. 
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It was still all done in  Prague. And Slovakia and Bratislava, it was still somehow 
forgotten. All the decisions were made in Prague. They didn’t discuss a lot with Slovak 
politicians. It was always by Prauge and Czech Republic. And Slovakia was really like a 
tail. 
 
ADAM: So you were the little sister to the older brother. 
 
ZUZANA: Yes, sort of. Yeah. And we were also like less developed than Czech 
Republic. We were more of a rural country and they were more industrial. Even though 
we had some modernization, of course, after the breakup. But we were still behind them 
and we were still like more close to the west and everybody was looking like at Slovakia 
was more close to the east. 
 
ADAM: And why was that? Just because of the geographical location? 
 
ZUZANA: No no, because of the development of the country. 
 
ADAM: Because of the development of the country. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, we were not that developed. We were just like so backed up by 
communism. So it just all started and Czech Republic was the better, industrial part, and 
rural part and whatever. Then it can also explain that more people in Czech Republic, 
they made some research, and they found out that more people in Czech Republic were 
for the breakup than in Slovakia. Because we, like wanted to be with somebody strong 
that can lead us. And they just wanted to get rid of somebody weak. 
 
ADAM: So you believe that it could have been one of the reasons for them to break up in 
the first place. 
 
ZUZANA: Yes, can be. 
 
ADAM: So one of the main reasons that you believe, is that the Czechs saw the Slovaks 
as being less developed and that would ruin the chances of looking towards the west. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, can be. Yeah, one of the reasons. Well, I can’t… well, it was all really 
about those two people, Václav Klaus and Vladimír Mečiar. They were just discussing 
this a lot of times. And they were still, they still couldn’t find a compromise of how the 
country would politically look like. How to divide that everybody would have the same. 
They were thinking about a confederation and then they split up. They still couldn’t agree 
on it. And also the stupid war about our name of the state. Hey, come on. What was that? 
It was really funny. Everyone was laughing about it.  
 
ADAM: Well what were they laughing about? 
 
ZUZANA: How our state should be called? 
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ADAM: Well could you explain that?  
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, well Václav Haval, then president, well after the breakup, we were 
called Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. So Haval of course, after the fall of communism, 
wanted to remove the socialist thing. So the Czechoslovak Republic. But then, the Slovak 
politicians, they just didn’t want to accept this. Well, I don’t even know why. Well, 
maybe because Slovakia will just be forgotten about, again. That you will still just hear 
the Czecho thing. 
 
ADAM: Just like the big brother and the little sister? 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, exactly. And then they wanted to call it Czech and Slovak Federal 
Republic. So like two equal republics.   
 
ADAM: So why not the Slovak-Czecho Republic? 
 
ZUZANA: Hahaha… Well, it wouldn’t work according to the alphabet. 
 
ADAM: Ok, I’m sorry. Please continue. 
 
ZUZANA: Before the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, they also wanted, like they 
absolutely didn’t agree Czech and Slovak Federal Republics. And some wanted Czech 
slash Slovak Federal Republic. So it was just a really stupid war about this and where the 
dash goes. And they were just not able to make any compromise. Finally they called us 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic 
 
ADAM: So this could have been another reason for why they broke up, is what you are 
saying? 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah 
 
ADAM: And then they reached this, Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, and then they 
wanted more. They wanted Czech and Slovak Confederation. Not a federation. 
 
ADAM: I see. I see. 
 
ZUZANA: And then they just finally decided to break up.  
 
ADAM: I have another question for you. Do you believe it could of still been an 
important matter if now since both countries are members of part of the EU. And that you 
could still travel back and forth, even before you were members of the EU. 
 
ZUZANA: Yes.  
 
ADAM: So would it matter in the first place to even split up the country? 
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ZUZANA: I’m sorry? 
 
ADAM: Let me rephrase. You are from Slovakia. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah? 
 
ADAM: And you go to school where? 
 
ZUZANA: In Czech Republic, in Ostrava.  
 
ADAM: But do you have to bring your passport every time you cross the border? 
 
ZUZANA: No. 
 
ADAM: Have you ever had to bring your passport? 
 
ZUZANA: Just my ID, but they didn’t even look at that. It is just so funny to cross the 
borders between Czech and Slovakia. 
 
ADAM: So even thought the politicians wanted to make borders between Czech and 
Slovakia… 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, borders, but like, we were like mixed. It’s not like Czech people lived 
there and Slovak people lived there. We were just so mixed. Like at the borders it was 
just this huge area where people are just mixed that they couldn’t even make any borders. 
Well they made them, but it was like based on historical borders. Really like old ones. 
 
ADAM: Do you have any family in the Czech Republic? 
 
ZUZANA: Yes, I have.  
 
ADAM: Were they born there? Or did they move? 
 
ZUZANA: Some of them born there and some of them moved. And also vice versa. 
 
ADAM: Were some of them born before the breakup? 
 
ZUZANA: Yes 
 
ADAM: So what made them either Czech or Slovak? Was it depending on what side of 
the country they were born on? 
 
ZUZANA: No, they could choose. 
 
ADAM: They could choose. 
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ZUZANA: They could choose it. Yeah, they just told people to choose their citizenship. 
 
ADAM: So if you could choose… haha… 
 
ZUZANA: Haha… 
 
ZUZANA: Yes, continue. Sounds good. 
 
ADAM: Right. Wow, this is professional. But I’m glade we’re having fun. 
 
ZUZANA: I would choose Slovak citizenship. 
 
ADAM: You would choose Slovak citizenship. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah, definitely.  
 
ADAM: Now, some of your family members choose Czech nationality.  
 
ZUZANA: Yes. 
 
ADAM: Now, I know you are not your family, but maybe you have an idea of why they  
choose Czech? 
 
ZUZANA: Well, they were living close to the border. And like, East Moravia. So they 
just prefer to choose Czech nationality because they knew that after they knew that there 
would be some borders, they would be in Czech Republic. So they would have it more 
easier. And usually, like people that choose that, they usually moved to that country after 
the breakup. 
 
ADAM: I see. I see. 
 
ZUZANA: Well, I live in central Slovakia, but I could choose Czech citizenship. And I 
would just move somewhere there because you will have it more easier. 
 
ADAM: But now, maybe it is not all that important. Since all you need to do now is show 
some ID  that they don’t even look at. 
 
ZUZANA: Yeah. Yeah. 
 
ADAM: But Zuze. I think we are gonna rap it up now. Because you are right, it is very 
late. And I want to thank you so much for doing this. 
 
ZUZANA: Ok, you’re welcome.   
 
 
